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Preface 
This research report results from work on a research project entitled 
"Evaluation of Detention Basins for Controlling Urban Runoff and 
Sedimentation." The work on which this report is based was supported in 
part by the Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station and by funds 
provided by the Office of Water Research and Technology, The United 
States Department of the Interior as authorized under the Water Resources 
Act of 1964, Public Law 88-379, as amended. 
ABSTRACT 
Flood retention basins are counnonly used in urban areas to reduce 
the impact of urbanization on downstream flooding. When more than a 
few acres are developed, systems of retention basins are often required. 
A procedure has been developed whereby the optimum (least cost) system 
of basins can be determined to meet a given downstream flow requirement. 
The method considers several design options including basins on all sub-
watersheds, basins on only some of the subwatersheds, basins of various 
sizes and basins with various stage-discharge characteristics. The pro-
cedure has been developed in the form of a computer program to aid the 
designer in selecting the optimum system of stormwater retention basins. 
This report develops the methodology, presents the computer program 
and illustrates the use of,the program. 
Descriptors: Detention basins, urban hydrology, stormwater management 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Over the past several years, rural land has Deen converted to urban 
areas at an ever increasing rate. Meyer and Ports (1976) report that 
several million acres are denuded and reshaped each year for non-agri-
cultural purposes. Urbanization of an area strips the land of its vege-
tative cover and replaces it with streets, sidewalks, buildings, parking 
lots, and other highly impervious areas. Impervious areas increase the 
total amount of runoff from a given area by 11waterproofing" large areas 
formerly available for infiltration of rainfall. The time it takes for 
the water to run off is also decreased by the urbanization process. The 
velocity of runoff from the impervious surfaces is much greater than for 
the vegetated conditions of rural land. Natural streams are replaced by 
improved channels, gutters, and storm drains which usually have less re-
sistance to flow along with providing a shorter route for water to trav-
el. 
The large areas covered by impervious surfaces reduce the amount of 
natural storage in the form of soil water, ground water, and surface 
storage. By reducing this natural storage, there is more water available 
for runoff. Because of the channel modifications and gutters that re-
place natural streams, the time it takes for this water to run off is de-
creased. The combination of increased runoff volumes and quicker accumu-
1 
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lation of water create larger flood peaks than for a vegetated rural 
area. Martens (1969) found that the time it takes this water to run off 
is possibly reduced to one-fourth of the value before urbanization. 
Hoffman (1975) reported that the increase in peak discharges after devel-
opment was as much as two and one-half times what it originally was. 
Many communities are becoming increasingly intolerant of flooding 
and spend millions of dollars each year to prevent flooding. Land below 
developing areas is especially susceptible to increased flooding. Many 
cities have ordinances that require development to be done in such a 
fashion that the post-development stormwater discharges do not exceed the 
pre-development discharges. 
To control this increased runoff, stormwater detention basins are 
one of the devices used. They are usually placed along the stream to 
capture the floodwaters and provide storage so the flows can be released 
at a reduced rate. The size of the principle spillway that is placed on 
these basins governs the amount of discharge possible. Naturally, smaller 
spillways give lower flows and thus require more storage. Larger storages 
cover larger areas of land with water and are thus more costly. The costs 
associated with the large land requirements and larger dam costs usually 
prompt the designer to search for spillways that will allow enough flow 
to keep the storage at a minimum and yet stay within the bounds of allow-
able discharge from the watershed. Often a system of basins is used 
rather than a single large reservoir to control runoff from large develop-
ments4 
The objective of this study is to develop a procedure for finding the 
minimum cost system of storm water detention basins that will control 
peak runoff rates to below a given design value. The costs considered 
3 
include land costs, spillway costs, and fill costs for the dam. 

CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Urban and suburban growth has been a major trend for the last half 
century and there are no signs of this trend ending in the near future. 
More and more people are leaving the rural areas and moving into the 
cities and suburbs. Ttiis urbanization is increasing the amount of land 
covered by impervious areas, such as streets, sidewalks, parking lots, 
rooftops, etc. These virtually waterproof areas decrease the time of 
concentration of runoff and increase the volume of runoff. The time of 
concentration is the time it takes for runoff to flow from the hydrau-
lically most distant point in the watershed to the outlet point. These 
effects of urbanization are recognized by Savini and Kammerer (1969), 
Rice (1971), and Bras and Perkins (1975). 
Hoffman (1975) reports that "of all land use changes affecting the 
hydrology of an area, urbanization is by far the most forceful". Like 
Savini and Kammerer (1969), Rice (1971), and Bras and Perkins (1975), he 
also recognizes that the effects of urbanization are an increase in peak 
rate of runoff and a decrease in the lag time. Lag time is usually 
thought of as the time extending from the center of mass of rainfall ex-
cess to the peak of the resulting hydrograph. He explains that the de-
crease in lag time increases the peak flow even more by decreasing the 
time it takes for a given amount of rainfall to run off. He also proposes 
4 
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that this increase in runoff causes flooding by upsetting the equilibrium 
that the stream channel trys to maintain. Hoffman (1975) maintains that 
this phenomenon occurs because the stream channel tends to maintain a 
size that will carry runoff from a rainfall that occurs on the average of 
about once every two or three years. When the flows are increased, the 
equilibrium is upset and the channel trys to compensate by enlargement. 
This enlargement erodes the banks and undermines trees next to these 
banks. This increase of soil and fallen trees in the stream channel tend 
to decrease the cross-sectional area even more than before and further 
aggrevate flooding. 
Hoffman (1975) found that the urbanization process increases the 
peak rate of runoff by up to two and one-half times what it was in its 
natural condition. He also states that, historically, most cities tend 
to develop along streams from the downstream end and move upstream. De-
velopments of this type are in jeopardy once the upstream section is de-
veloped because the increase in runoff will flood the older, already-
developed downstream section. 
Martens (1969) stresses the importance of the lag factor on peak 
runoff. He claims that the lag time for a fully urbanized watershed is 
only one-fourth of the value of the lag time before development. 
The Environmental Protection Agency (1973) also expressed ideas on 
urbanization's effects on stream channels. Their findings show that the 
urbanization effects on a channel are more severe for a steep sloped 
watershed than they are for a mild or flat sloped watershed. Other find-
ings of the EPA suggest that development of the upstream areas of water-
sheds should be kept at a minimum. Upstream developments affect a longer 
length of channel and will have more of an impact on surrounding areas 
6 
than would a development farther downstream. 
One proposal, (EPA, 1973), gives location of a development as a very 
important guideline in avoiding stream enlargement and flooding. They 
believe that by considering location with respect to soil type, slope of 
land, and distance from the stream channel, the effects of urbanization 
can be reduced by a large amount. The Soil Conservation Service (SCS-TR-
55, 1975) gives the increase in impervious area as an important factor in 
increased runoff and decrease in lag time. SCS-TR-55 states that the 
velocity of runoff is increased and thus reduces time for any infiltra-
tion. SCS-TR-55 contains a nomograph for finding factors to express the 
decrease in lag time and the increase in peak flows. The charts are 
based on the percent impervious area and the percent of hydraulic length 
of channel modified. Figuresl and 2 are the SCS charts for estimating 
urbanization effects on lag time. 
The importance and characteristics of spatial arrangements of de-
veloping areas are explained by Bras and Perkins (1975). If the devel-
opment occurs at the downstream end of a watershed, flows from this sec-
tion will reach a peak and start to recede before the peak of the un-
developed upstream section arrives. This upstream peak is held up even 
more by the unmodified stream channel it has to pass through. However, 
if the development occurs on the upstream end of the watershed, the re-
sulting decrease in lag time for the upper section and the slower runoff 
from the undeveloped downstream section will combine to give a large 
peak. Based on these observations, Bras and Perkins (1975) conclude that 
"it is not only the degree of development but the spatial arrangement of 
development that is important in considering urbanization effects". 
Davis (1975) gives the flood control measures that are sometimes 
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used for urban areas as storm water detention reservoirs, channel modifi-
cations, land-use controls, levees, flood-proofing, and pumping stations. 
SCS-TR-55 (1975) lists most of the methods presently used and gives the 
advantages and disadvantages of each. Their list includes ways of delay-
ing runoff and also ways of reducing runoff. Their delaying methods in-
clude rooftop ponding, increased roof roughness, grass strips on parking 
lots, grass waterways for draining tpese large areas, ponding on imper-
vious areas (rippled pavement, depressions, basins), increasing length of 
travel, planting tall grasses, gravel driveways, and reservoirs or deten-
tion basins. The advantages of detention basins listed by the Soil Con-
servation Service include good runoff delay, possible recreation benefits, 
more esthetically pleasing areas, and control of large areas. The dis-
advantages listed are large amount of land necessary, maintenance neces-
sary, mosquito breeding area, and siltation. 
Rice (1971) reports that storage has long been an accepted means for 
reducing the peak flows of storm water runoff but has not been widely used 
in urban drainage. He proposes that this "ponding" of storm water is a 
very good way to reduce the peaks of urban storm water runoff. If the 
runoff can be collected and held and then reduced to some controlled rate, 
the flooding effects should be minimized. 
Storm water detention is explained by the American Public Works 
Association (1974) as a very effective means for reducing the peak flows 
created by the large impervious areas associated with urban development. 
Their basic philosophy is to keep the peak flows after urbanization to the 
level they were before development began. This minimizes the effect of 
urbanization on the natural hydrologic cycle. The Soil Conservation Ser-
vice (SCS-TR-55, 1975) also maintains this idea by stating "one of the 
9 
primary controls being imposed is that future-condition discharges cannot 
exceed present-condition discharges at some predetermined frequency of 
occurrence at specified points on the channel". 
In recent years much concern has arisen over the placement of storm 
water detention basins. Some of the questions being asked are: (1) What 
should the release rates be? (2) How much storage is needed? (3) Is the 
individual site approach to the placement of detention basins the most 
favorable? Several methods exist for answering the first two questions. 
It is virtually impossible to list them since each designer uses his own 
judgement in arriving at a final design. Different designers place dif-
ferent values on the tradeoffs concerned. The tradeoffs involve the cost 
of land that is occupied by the basin, effects of downstream flooding, 
and the cost of constructing the basin. Land cost is a very important 
factor and varies greatly from place to place. The cost of constructing 
the basin includes pipe costs, placement costs and building and compact-
ing the dam. 
The procedures used for finding detention basin inflows and routing 
them through a basin are basically sound. There are various methods of 
developing hydrographs to give the inflow to these basins. Some of these 
are given in SCS-TR-55 (1975) which corrects for urbanization effects, 
SCS-TP-149 (1973) which is mainly for small agricultural watersheds, and 
Haan (1970) who uses a dimensionless equation to get the unit hydrograph 
used in developing the hydrograph. 
SCS-TR-20 (1965) is a computer program designed to compute surface 
runoff from any rainstorm. It takes land management, soil characteristics, 
time of concentration, and area into consideration when developing the hy-
drograph. This hydrograph can then be routed through various reservoirs 
10 
and channel reaches. Hydrographs from other tributaries can be combined 
to give a total hydrograph. The program will give the peak flow, peak 
time, and peak stage at any desired cross-section or basin. 
Different methods also exist for routing storms through basins. How-
ever, these methods are all based on the principle of continuity. Kao's 
(1975) four quadrant routing method is one method that is very straight-
forward to use. 
The question concerning the individual site approach to detention 
basins as opposed to a systems approach is a recent concern of designers 
in the area of urban planning. The value of looking at flood control on 
river basins as a whole has been recognized for many years in the field 
of water resource systems. Davis (1975), Trott and Yeh (1973), Windsor 
and Chow (1972), Dajani and Hasit (1974), Reimer and Franzini (1971), and 
many others have studied optimization techniques involved with the alloca-
tion of water resources. 
The number of variables in a multipurpose-multireservoir network 
that determine an optimal system create a very difficult problem to solve. 
Trott and Yeh (1973) list some of the constraints as hydrological, eco-
nomic, social, institutional, political, legal, and physical. When con-
sidering each of these on a number of reservoirs, it is obvious that the 
number of possible combinations is vast. In order to find an optimal 
system, many techniques have been used. 
Trott and Yeh (1973) used Bellman's method of successive approxi-
mation to define the subproblems and then use a modified gradient tech-
nique to determine the set of reservoir sizes that would maximize the 
net benefits from the system. Their work was involved with a multipur-
pose-multireservoir network. 
11 
Windsor and Chow (1972) also recognize that the number of variables 
create an unlimited number of combinations. They propose that the total 
system is made up of a number of subsystems with each of these subsystems 
being optimized separately and after each subsystem is optimized,the total 
system can then be optimized. Dajani and Hasit (1974) realized the need 
for a program to find an optimal sewer drainage network. 
Planning for an optimal set of flood control structures based on a 
regional or total watershed approach has not been given as much attention 
as water resources optimization. Mccuen (1974) recognizes that many 
states require some type of storm water detention for developments. This 
is usually based on an "individual-site" approach or a detention device 
for each subarea on a watershed. Since the total watershed is not <level-
oped at any one time, McCuen speculates that requiring detention struc-
tures on each subarea may be more detrimental than positive in control-
ling flooding. He states: 
"After two years of designing and installing detention devices, 
some engineering firms have questioned the effectiveness of 
the individual site approach to storm water management. Changes 
in the land use within large watersheds usually take place in 
a piecemeal fashion; that is, an entire watershed is not sub-
jected to urbanization within a short period of time. And it 
is being argued that installing detention devices only in newly 
developed areas may actually result in increased flooding. 
Specifically, if the subwatersheds near an outfall are subjected 
to urban development that includes the installation of detention 
devices, the delayed flood peak from the subwatersheds with de-
tention may reach the outfall at the same time as the peak run-
off from the upper reaches of the watershed on which detention 
structures have not been installed; in such cases, the flood 
peak may actually be greater than that when no detention storage 
is provided." 
Mccuen postulates that while cutting back the outflow on each of these 
structures and thus requiring more storage may alleviate the large peaks, 
it is not the most economical way possible to control the floods. Also, 
12 
while this works for small storms, it may not work for the larger storms. 
He proposes that using a regional analysis in the placement of basins will 
be more economical and will probably work for the larger storms as well. 
Smiley and Haan (1976) used the SCS-TR-20 program to show examples 
of placement of detention structures being detrimental. In their study 
a set of seven subwatersheds of one hundred acres each with an additional 
one hundred acres for local inflows to streams were used to simulate a 
watershed. This watershed was made symmetrical to simplify computations. 
Smiley and Haan (1976) then used SCS-TR-20 to calculate peak flows off 
this watershed with different combinations of basins. They showed that 
leaving off some combinations of basins could be more advantageous than 
placing basins on each subwatershed. 
Jorden and Jones (1976) tell how DeKalb County, Georgia, solved its 
flood protection by using a "basin-wide" approach. They indicate that 
"basin-wide" planning helps to solve problems at their source instead of 
attempting to correct them as they arise which generally only moves the 
problems upstream or downstream. 
Fulton (1975) recognizes political boundaries as an obstacle in 
regional planning •. He indicates that many metropolitan areas contain 
hundreds of political subdivisions. Each of these subdivisions usually 
have some control over what goes on within its boundaries. He concluded 
that regional plans would be better for the community, but the political 
boundaries would have to be overcome first. 
The American Public Works Association (1974) speculated that since 
planning on a watershed basis would prove to be more effective than 
arrangements limited by these political boundaries, regional drainage 
authorities will probably become popular in the future. 

CHAPTER 3 
MODEL AND PROCEDURE 
In order to size a storm water detention basin, the design storm 
water runoff hydrograph, a stage-area curve for the basin and a stage-
discharge relationship for the spillway must be known. The design hy-
drograph is somewhat arbitrary in that different regulations require 
designers to use different frequency rain storms and storm patterns in 
developing the hydrograph. The storm should be carefully selected to 
insure the design has some level of safety from too frequent flooding. 
A computer program was prepared to develop runoff hydrographs, route 
the hydrographs through detention basins and estimate the costs asso-
ciated with the basin. The program is used as an aid in finding the 
least cost basin for meeting a post-development discharge requirement. 
The program is called HYDRO which stands for Hydrology of Detention 
Reservoir Optimization. 
The design rainfall used in this study is a ten-hour rainfall with 
the rainfall depth being a variable. By letting the rainfall depth be 
a variable, any frequency ten-hour storm may be used. The storm pattern 
is defined by a dimensionless table. The accumulated rainfall is found 
by multiplying each of these dimensionless values by the rain depth se-
lected for the particular frequency storm. The dimensionless rainfall 
values were taken from the most intense ten-hour section of the Soil 
13 
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Conservation Service Type II, twenty-four hour distribution (SCS-TP-149, 
1973). Rainfall depths for the various frequency storms were taken from 
Weather Bureau Technical Paper 40 (1961). 
Once the rainfall has been determined, the next step is the develop-
ment of a runoff hydrograph. Several methods exist for developing run-
off hydrographs with each method having strong support by various agen-
cies, firms and designers. The method chosen here consists of using the 
Soil Conservation Service relationships for finding the time to the peak 
and the peak flowrate of a unit hydrograph and then using Haan's dimen-
sionless equation (1970) for finding the unit hydrograph ordinates. A 
unit hydrograph is a hydrograph such that the volume of runoff is equal 
to unity. 
When rainfall occurs, part of the water is infiltrated, part goes 
into surface detention, and the rest is available as runoff. For a given 
increment of time, the amount of rainfall that is available for runoff 
is known as rainfall excess. Finding the rainfall excess for each in-
crement of rainfall is necessary in the development of a hydrograph. 
The rainfall excess is found by Soil Conservation Service techniques 
(SCS-TP-149, 1973) using 
Q = (P - 0.2S)
2 
(P + 0.8S) (1) 
where Pis the rainfall in inches, Q is the runoff in inches, and Sis 
defined as the potential maximum retention which is found from 
= 1000 _ 10 
S CN (2) 
with CN being the curve number. The curve number is used to express the 
type of soil, type of land use, and the moisture conditions of the soil. 
15 
The incremental rainfall excess is found by subtracting Q from the 
corresponding value of precipitation P for each time increment. Incre-
mental rainfall excess for a given time increment is the difference in 
Q at the beginning and end of the time increment. The incremental rain-
fall excess as a function of time forms a rainfall excess hyetograph. 
Figure 3 depicts the development of a rainfall excess hyetograph. 
The lag time of a hydrograph is taken as the time from the center 
of mass of the effective rainfall to the peak of the runoff hydrograph 
produced by that block of effective rainfall. For an increment of rain-
fall excess, the time to the center of mass of the rainfall is D/2 where 
Dis the duration of the effective rainfall. The time to peak of the 
hydrograph is simply the time from the initiation of rainfall excess to 
the peak of the hydrograph. Therefore the time to peak, Tp, and the lag 
time, TL, are related by 
(3) 
The SCS has developed an empirical relationship for TL based on a "typi-
cal" watershed by first finding a relationship between the longest flow 
length, L, and the basin area as 
209 A 0•6 (4) 
where Lis the characteristic length in feet, and A is the area of the 
watershed in acres. The characteristic length is used along with the 
potential maximum retention, S, given by Equation 2 to find the lag time. 
L0.8 (S + l)0.7 
1900 YO.S 
(5) 
where TL equals lag time in hours, L is the characteristic length in feet, 
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and Y is the average land slope of the watershed in percent. 
Equation 5 was developed for non-urban watersheds and must be cor-
rected for urbanized conditions. The increase in impervious area and the 
channel modifications associated with urbanization require that the lag 
time be decreased. The Soil Conservation Service uses the correction fac-
tors shown in figures 1 and 2. The corrected lag is found by multiply-
ing the lag time from equation 5 by the appropriate correction factor. 
For undeveloped watersheds, these correction factors are equal tr one. 
Once the corrected lag time is obtained, the time to peak is fou~d from 
! 
equation 3. To simplify calculations, the time to peak is adjusted to 
coincide with the end point of one of the chosen time increments. The 
peak flow rate can now be estimated by 
Q = 484 a 
p T p 
(6) 
where Q is the peak flow in cubic feet per p second, a is the area in 
square miles, and T is the time to peak in hours~ Equation 6 is based p 
on scs relationships (SCS-TP-149, 1973). 
A dimensionless hydrograph (Haan, 1970) was used to form the unit 
hydrograph. The equation is 
where q(t) is the hydrograph ordinate at t, t is the time to peak in 
p 
( 7) 
hours, qp is the peak flow rate in inches per hour, and c3 is found from 
the relationship 
1 = q t p p (8) 
where r denotes the gamma function. Equation 8 can be solved by using 
18 
iterative numerical techniques. The numerical technique used in this 
study was Newton's Method (Henrici, 1964). 
The rainfall excess hyetograph based on equation 1 and the proce-
dure shown in figure 3 and the unit hydrograph given by equation 7 are 
combined by standard unit hydrograph procedures to produce a runoff hy-
drograph corresponding to the selected ten hour storm event. The dura-
tion of the rainfall excess time increments is selected to be about one-
third to one-fifth oft of the unit hydrograph. p 
A computer program (HYDRO) was developed to compute hydrographs 
based on these procedures. Two hydrographs are computed, one for an un-
developed condition and one for a developed condition. The only variables 
that are different in these two hyd~ographs are the curve number, the 
correction factor due to channel modifications, and the correction due to 
impervious area. These three values along with the area, slope, time 
duration, and the rainfall depth must be supplied to the computer pro-
gram. The program calculates the undeveloped watershed hydrograph first 
and automatically sets the correction factors to one. The peak of the 
undeveloped condition hydrograph is saved for later use as a maximum 
permissible discharge from the watershed after development. 
Once the watershed hydrographs representing pre-development and 
post-development conditions are known, the next task is to design the 
detention reservoir needed to insure that the post-development peak dis-
charge is no greater than the pre-development peak discharge. It is 
further desired to find the detention basin that will meet this requir-
ment at a minimum cost. The main cost components of the detention res-
ervoir are taken to be land, earth fill dam, and principle spillway. 
The land costs are simply based on the volume of the fill which in turn 
19 
depends on the height of the dam, ihe side slopes and the top width. 
The principle spillway costs are entirely dependent on the number and 
size of discharge pipes used. 
That there is a cost tradeoff between land, earth fill and pipe 
costs can be seen by noting that minimum pipe costs correspond to a singl~ 
small pipe. This would result in low discharge rates or high volumes of 
storage which in turn require considerable land and larger earth fills 
at high costs. Land and earth fill costs can be minimized by using the 
largest possible discharge pipes. This could however result in high 
spillway costs. Figure 4 shows these cost considerations. 
Routing flows through a detention. basin depends on the inflow hy-
drograph and the stage-area and stage-discharge curves for the basin. 
The stage-discharge curve is dependent on the hydraulic characteristics 
of the spillway. 
There are many types of possible spillway configurations. For this 
study a straight drop spillway using corrugated metal pipe was considered 
(Figure 6). The riser diameter was always 6 inches greater than the pipe 
diameter. The spillway was varied by using each of fifteen pipe sizes 
and then two, three, four, and five multiple pipes of each of these 
sizes. With this spillway configuration, the stage-discharge relation-
ship is calculated by the routing program. The necessary inputs to the 
program are reduced to the inflow hydrograph and the stage-area curve. 
The stage-area curve is used to calculate the stage-capacity curve for 
the detention basin. Examples of stage-area and stage-capacity curves 
are shown in Figure 5. 
Incorporated into the program are relationships to calculate the 
cost of the various components of the basin. The inputs required to 
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accomplish the sizing of the dam and enable the cost calculations to be 
made are the upstream slope of the dam (US), the downstream slope of the 
dam (DS), the top width of dam in feet (TOP), the elevation of the pipe 
inlet invert (El), the elevation of the pipe outlet invert (E2), the 
elevation of the permanent pool in the basin (PP), and the elevation of 
the pipe riser (ER) (Figure 6). The permanent pool is the lowest depth 
the water will attain excluding seepage and evaporation losses. In prac-
tice not all basins have a permanent pool because the pipe inlet is 
placed at the very bottom of the basin. Other basins have perforated 
risers that allow all the water to be released at a very slow rate to 
ensure a better trapping of sediment. In this study the riser was taken 
as four feet above the top of the pipe spillway. Therefore 
ER= El+ D + 4 (9) 
where Dis the pipe diameter. 
The stage-discharge relationship for a particular drop inlet spill-
way is calculated as the smallest of the possible flows due to weir flow, 
orifice flow, or pipe flow at any stage. 
Weir flow occurs when the water elevation becomes only slightly 
greater than the riser height and is usually the first type of flow to 
occur. The equation that governs this type of flow is (Schwab et al., 
1966; Blaisdelland Donnelly, 1951; King, 1954) 
Q = CLH3/ 2 (10) 
where C is a factor determined by the entrance conditions, Lis the length 
of the weir, and His the head or the water surface elevation minus the 
elevation of the riser inlet. A value of 3.2 was used for the C. Lis 
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equal to the circumference of the riser. All risers are assumed to have 
antivortex devices. 
Orifice flow occurs when the flow is restricted by the opening. The 
equation describing orifice controlled flow (Brater and King, 1976) is 
Q = Ca(2gh) 1/ 2 (11) 
where C is a coefficient dependent on the orifice geometry, a is the 
cross-sectional area of the pipe, g is the gravitational constant, and 
his the head in feet. C was taken as 0.6. Either the riser opening or 
the pipe opening may serve as an orifice. In Figure 6 the riser is taken 
as orifice 1 and the pipe as orifice 2. The head on orifice 1 is 
h =EW-ER 
1 
and the head on orifice 2 is 
h2 = EW - El+ D/2 
where D is the pipe diameter in feet. 
(12) 
(13) 
The third type of flow, pipe flow, occurs when the friction of the 
pipe is controlling the flow. The equation describing this type of flow 
(Schwab et al., 1966; King, 1954) is 
a (2gH) 1/2 Q = ~--=--=-=--~= (1 + Ke + ~ + KcL) 1/2 (14) 
where a is the cross-sectional area of the pipe, His the head or differ-
ence in water elevations, Lis the pipe length in feet, K is an entrance 
e 
loss coefficient,~ is a correction factor for energy loss in bends, and 
K is a friction factor. The head is determined by 
c 
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H = EW - E2 - 0.60 (15) 
K can be found from (Brater and King, 1976; Schwab, 1966; Soil Conser-
c 
vation Service, 1951) 
K = 
c 
5087 n 2 
d. 4/3 
(16) 
1 
where d. is the inside diameter of the pipe in inches and n is Manning's 
1 
coefficient of roughness. Manning's n varies with pipe size. Values of 
n for different size pipes are given in Design Data for Armco HEL-COR 
Pipe and Pipe-Arch Manual (1971) and presented in Table 1. 
Values for~ and Ke may be found in the Soil Conservation Service 
(1951) Hydraulics Handbook; Schwab et al. (1966), and Brater and King 
(1976). In this study~ was taken as zero since only straight pipes 
were considered. K was taken as 0.5 since the pipe entrance is a 
e 
square-edged entrance. 
Pipe flow causes difficulties in the model in that pipe flow is de-
pendent on the pipe length and the pipe length is dependent on the dam 
size which in turn is dependent on the flow. This occurs because the 
maximum stage is determined during the routing process and depends on 
the outflow. The dam height is determined by the maximum stage plus five 
foot freeboard and the pipe length is the top width plus the dam height 
multiplied by each of the side slopes plus five foot extra for each end. 
Table 1. Manning's n for Circular Corrugated Metal Pipes 
Pipe Diameter 
(inches) 8 
n .012 
10 
.014 
12 18 24 
.011 .014 .016 
* for diameters above 60 inches, use n = .024 
36 48 
.019 .020 
60* 
.022 
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Thus pipe flow cannot be calculated outright. To overcome this problem, 
the model starts with a short pipe length, routes the flow through, finds 
the maximum stage and calculates a pipe length based on this maximum 
stage. This pipe length is compared to the one originally assumed. If 
there is more than a ten foot difference, the pipe length is incremented 
and another routing made. This process is repeated until a suitable 
pipe length is found. 
The discharge at any stage is taken as the minimum flow resulting 
from weir, orifice, or pipe flow at that stage. Figure 7 shows a typi-
cal stage-discharge curve. The stage-discharge curve is used in routing 
the inflow hydrograph through the basin using the four quadrant method 
(Kao, 1975). The required storage during the time increment fit is shown 
as the shaded area on Figure 8. The four quadrant routing method is 
based on the continuity equation in the form 
I + I 
2 1 M 
2 (17) 
where fit is the routing interval; S, O, and I are the storage volume, 
outflow rate, and inflow rate, respectively; and the subscripts 1 and 2 
refer to the beginning and end points of a time interval. 
From the reservoir routing procedure, the maximum stage can be found. 
From the stage-area curve, the land area corresponding to this maximum 
stage can be found. This area is then multiplied by the unit value of 
the land to find the reservoir land costs. 
The costs of the pipe are found by multiplying the pipe cost per 
foot by the length of the pipe times the number of pipes. The cost of 
pipe for various pipe sizes is entered in the computer program through 
the DATA PCOSTS statement. The pipe length is a function of the dam 
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height (maximum stage plus five foot freeboard), the top width, length 
of pipe projecting from the fill (five feet on each side of dam was 
used), the upstream slope, and the downstream slope of the dam. It is 
assumed that the installation of the pipes will cost four times the pur-
chase price of the pipes. Prices were quoted from a local firm for some 
of the corrugated metal pipes they had in stock. A smooth curve was 
drawn through these points to define the cost-diameter curve (Figure 9). 
The volume of fill for the dam depends on the dam length, DL. The 
dam is considered trapezoidal with a length DL. The volume, VOL, of the 
dam is given by 
VOL DL*DH*(US/2 + DS/2 + TOP) (18) 
where DH is the dam height and other variables are previously defined. 
The costs of putting this fill in place and compacting it must be 
estimated. The cost for placing the fill material and spreading it by 
dozer was found from the Building Construction Cost Data Manual for 1975 
(1975) to be $.37 per cubic yard of the material. The cost of compaction 
by a sheepsfoot roller was found to be $.98 per cubic yard. The total 
cost can now be found by multiplying the volume of the dam (converted to 
cubic yards) by the sum of the filling and compaction costs. 
The total estimated basin cost for each pipe size is taken as the 
sum of the costs for the land, the pipe costs, the costs of installing 
the pipe, and the costs of building the dam. 
As previously indicated, the peak discharge from the basin must 
not exceed a design value (usually the peak of the pre-development run-
off hydrograph). The peak discharge from the basin for each pipe spill-
way is checked to see if it exceeds the peak for the undeveloped 
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condition hydrograph. If this peak is exceeded, it is indicated by a 
note on the computer program printout that says "PEAK EXCEEDED". 
The program offers the option of either a full printout of most 
everything found in the program or a summary table that shows the pipe 
size, number of pipes, peak stage, peak discharge, the total cost of the 
basin, and whether the undeveloped peak flow was exceeded. The full 
printout first gives the time to peak (TP), the peak of the unit hydro-
graph in cubic feet per second (QPCFS), the peak of the unit hydrograph 
in inches per hour (QPIN), the value of Haan's (1970) dimensionless fac-
tor, C3TP, and the peak of the undeveloped watershed hydrograph. The 
printout also contains a table of time in hours (TIME), storm rainfall 
accumulation in inches (STMACC), accumulated runoff in inches (RUNOFF), 
rainfall excess in inches (RAIN EXC), unit hydrograph ordinates in cubic 
feet per second (UNIT HYO), and the outflow hydrograph ordinates in cu-
bic feet per second (OUT HYO). The total volume of water available as 
runoff on the watershed in inches is given at the completion of this 
table. Comparative values for the developed condition hydrograph are 
given in the same format as that for the undeveloped condition. The pro-
gram lists the stage in feet, maximum basin area in acres, maximum basin 
capacity in acre-feet, and the cost of the land covered. For each pipe 
combination the program lists the nu-mber and size of pipes; the maximum 
stage; a table containing the stage-discharge relationship; the total 
costs for the pipe combination in use; and the peak discharge for this 
pipe combination. This format is repeated for each pipe size and pipe 
combination. Finally, the summary table of the abbreviated output op-
tion is given. Examples of these printouts are given in the appendix. 
The program discussed will give an estimate of the costs involved 
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with a single detention basin on a single watershed. If this watershed 
is the only one of concern, the basin with the minimum costs may be 
found by simply going through the table of results and picking the lowest 
cost basin where the peak is not exceeded. If this single watershed is 
but a subwatershed of a larger total watershed, the outflow from all the 
subwatersheds must be considered and the minimum cost set .of structures 
found. This minimum cost set is not necessarily the sum of the lowest 
costing basins on each subwatershed considered separately. The routing 
of flow through stream reaches must be considered when more than one 
basin is involved. According to the length of the reach and other fac-
tors, this could make the peak flow considerably less than the sum of 
the individual peaks. 
In order to combine the flows from more than one subwatershed, the 
computer program, SCS-TR-20 (1964), was used. This program develops 
runoff hydrographs using either synthetic or natural storms from water-
shed areas that can be described with a curve number, area, and time of 
concentration. Although these hydrographs are not the same as those 
used in finding the costs in program HYDRO, they are close and the com-
parisons are relative. These hydrographs can then be routed through 
reservoirs and stream reaches. The peak discharge and the peak stage 
may be obtained at these reservoirs and at desired cross-sections in 
the channel. The program is relatively easy to use. Detailed descrip-
tions of how to use the program can be obtained from the Soil Conserva-
tion Service. 
Looking first at a watershed composed of two subwatersheds, (Figure 
10), it is obvious that the number of combinations of structures possi-
ble is the square of the number of pipe size combinations to be considered. 
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Fig. 10. Schematic of two basin watershed 
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For example, if fifteen different pipe sizes are to be considered, then 
the number of possible combinations that may be considered is two hundred 
and twenty-five. Because of the bulk of runs necessary to check each of 
these combinations to see if the peak flow is exceeded, shortcut methods 
must be incorporated. A relatively easy way to do this is to set up a 
table with the pipe sizes on subwatershed one as rows and the pipe sizEs 
on subwatershed two as columns. Using the single watershed procedure 
previously described to find the costs for a single subwatershed, costs 
for the various pipe sizes can be found for each individual subwatershed. 
The cost for any combination of pipe sizes on the two subwatersheds may 
be found by simply adding the two values found from single watershed cal-
culations. 
The next task is to find the least cost combination of pipes on the 
two basins that do not exceed the peak. The first step is to use TR20 
(SCS, 1965) and the undeveloped watershed to find an allowable peak to be 
used as a design standard. The easiest method of searching for the low-
est costing set of basins that do not exceed this peak is to rank the 
various basin combinations in ascending order with respect to their costs. 
Considering the lowest costing combination first, TR20 (SCS, 1965) may 
be used to find the peak for the developed watershed. In order to do 
these routings, stage-discharge curves representing each of the spillway 
pipe sizes plus a table representing no basin on subwatershed must be en-
tered into the TR20 data. Also, where cross-sections are desired, data 
must be entered that shows the cross-sectional area at various stages. 
If the lowest costing combination exceeds the peak, then the next 
combination in line is checked and so on until a combination is found 
that does not exceed the allowable peak. Once a combination is found 
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that does not exceed the peak, the search ends because the combinations 
were ranked in the order of lowest cost first. 
Virtually, the same procedure is used for three basins, except that 
a computer program, TABLE, was written to find the costs for each com-
bination and rank them in order of lowest to highest cost. Once this 
list is available, TR20 (SCS, 1965) is used to evaluate the watershed 
under undeveloped conditions to give the allowable peak. Then as before, 
the various combinations are considered, starting with the lowest cost-
ing first, until one is found that does not exceed the allowable peak. 
The only input into TABLE are the costs for each spillway size on 
each of the three subwatersheds. The program can be easily modified to 
allow the desired number of pipe sizes to be used. 

CHAPTER 4 
MODEL APPLICATION 
This chapter demonstrates the application of the procedures pre-
sented by considering a three subwatershed design problem. The water-
shed used is hypothetical, but effectively demonstrates the procedure 
used in solving the problem. Figure 11 shows a schematic of the sample 
watershed. The slope was assumed to be six percent for all three sub-
watersheds. The reach lengths are specified on Figure 11 along with the 
corresponding cross-section to be used for that particular reach. The 
cross-sections of the channel were assumed to be trapezoidal with an 
value of .015 (Chow, 1959). A value of .033 (Chow, 1959) was used for 
the undeveloped stream cross-section. 
Using HYDRO, the costs involved for any pipe size on a single sub-
watershed may be found for each of the three subwatersheds. The runs for 
each subwatershed are independent so the area, slope, correction factorst 
curve numbers, and even the rain depth can be changed for each of the 
subwatersheds. However, the time duration should not be changed except 
when it is changed on all three subwatersheds. In this sample problem, 
the only changes made between the three basins was the area. Areas of 
seventy-five, one hundred, and two hundred acres were used as shown in 
Figure 11. The pre-development curve number was taken as 75 and the post-
development curve number as 90. The correction factors for lag time are 
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taken from Figure 1. The correction factor for channel improvement was 
based on fifty percent of the hydraulic length being modified and was 
found to be 0.80. The correction factor for impervious area was based 
on thirty-five percent of the area being impervious and was found to be 
0.86. These correction factors are based on the post-development curve 
numbers. The correction factors for the pre-development conditions are 
equal to 1.0. A rain depth of 5.0 inches was used for each subwatershed 
and also a time increment of 0.1 hours was used for each. Dimensions 
~nd specification used for the darn are shown in Table 2. 
The program, HYDRO, was now run separately for each of the three 
subwatersheds. Only the results for pipe sizes 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 
6.0, 7.0, 8.0 were used in order to shorten the computations. Also, 
only single pipe structures were considered. From the table of results 
for each run, the total cost associated with each pipe size on each sub-
watershed was obtained. Table 3 list these costs. 
These three sets of costs are now read in as data in the program., 
TABLE. For the problem worked here, there were eight costs for each sub-
watershed plus a no-cost, no-structure option for each. This gave nine 
times nine times nine or seven hundred and twenty-nine possible combina-
tions. These seven hundred and twenty-nine costs were then ranked by 
TABLE from lowest cost to highest cost while keeping track of the pipe 
Table 2. Dimensions and Specifications for Dam 
Dam length (DL) 
Top width (TOP) 
Upstream slope (US) 
Downstream slope (DS) 
Elevation of pipe spillway inlet (El) 
Elevation of pipe spillway outlet (E2) 
150 feet 
15 feet 
4:1 
3:1 
100 feet 
99 feet 
Pipe 
Size 
(ft) 
1.5 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
6.0 
7 .0 
8.0 
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Table 3. Costs Involved with Various Pipe Sizes on the 
Three Subwatersheds 
Subwatershed Subwatershed Subwatershed 
1 2 3 
66160.75 76901. 44 103469.00 
64565.09 74402.44 101087.30 
66616.25 75213.00 101007. 80 
86820.25 95165.75 123014.20 
101074.10 108211.80 133382.60 
116783.80 121549.50 142942.30 
133152.50 137578 .10 153680.00 
149684.00 153938.10 166193.60 
spillway size on each subwatershed. Structure 1 denotes an eighteen inch 
pipe, structure 2 denotes a two foot pipe, and so on through structure 8 
for an eight foot pipe. Structure 9 represents no structure on the sub-
watershed. 
Using TR20 (SCS, 1964), the example problem described gave a peak 
discharge of 658 cubic feet per second with a curve number of seventy-
five on the watershed. This peak was set as the maximum allowable dis-
charge to compare later combinations against. 
The costs were ranked in the order shown on Table 4 by the program, 
TABLE. The corresponding structures on each subwatershed are to the 
right of each value. For example, the number 289 denotes a two foot pipe 
on subwatershed one, an eight foot pipe on subwatershed two, and no struc-
ture on subwatershed three. 
The peak discharges using each of these combinations are also shown 
on this table. Some values are not used because it is obvious from other 
runs that they will not work. Also, the table only goes until the least 
cost acceptable solution is obtained. 
The least costing value obtained which did not exceed the peak flow 
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Table 4. Cost Rank, Structures Used, and Peak Discharge 
0 999 1500 
64565 299 
66161 199 
66616 399 
74402 929 
75213 939 
76901 919 
86820 499 
95166 949 
101008 993 875 
101074 599 
101087 992 806 
103469 991 782 
108212 959 
116784 699 
121550 969 
123014 994 958 
133153 799 
133383 995 1053 
137578 979 
138968 229 
139778 239 
140563 129 
141019 329 
141374 139 
141467 219 
141829 339 
142942 996 
143062 119 
143518 319 
149684 899 
153680 997 
153938 989 
159731 249 
161223 429 
161327 149 
161782 349 
152033 439 
163722 419 
165573 293 606 
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was a two foot pipe on subwatershed one, no structure on subwatershed 
two, and a three foot pipe on subwatershed three. This gave a peak flow 
of 606 cfs at a cost of $165,573. It was not necessary to try all the 
combinations because after the first run with no structure on subwater-
shed three, it was obvious that any combination with no structure on 
subwatershed three was infeasible, since the peak from subwatershed three 
was 777 cfs. The run for 995 provided enough evidence that the combina-
tions 996 and 997 were not applicable. 
The computer costs involved with this problem based on an IBM 370/ 
165 system at $800 per hour are: 
Finding costs for 75 acre subwatershed, HYDRO 
Finding costs for 100 acre subwatershed, HYDRO 
Finding costs for 200 acre subwatershed, HYDRO 
Ranking program, TABLE 
Seven TR20 runs at $.30 each 
Total 
The man-hours required to do this did not exceed three hours. 
$ 9.07 
10.12 
13.16 
3.33 
2.10 
$37.78 
This method was compared to the method of optimizing each basin 
separately. From the costs found for the three subwatersheds cited above, 
the optimal basins were a two foot pipe on subwatershed one at a cost of 
$64,565, a two foot pipe on subwatershed two at a cost of $74,402, and a 
three foot pipe on subwatershed three with a cost of $101,008. This 
gives a total cost of $239,975 which is $74,402 higher than optimizing 
for all three basins as a system. The peak flow at the watershed out-
let using the individually optimized basins is only 267 cfs. 
Using the standard subarea-by-subarea approach, where each structure 
is designed to pass the maximum permissible outflow, the structures se-
lected were a four foot pipe on subwatershed one with a cost of $86,820, 
a five foot pipe on subwatershed two with a cost of $108,212, and a six 
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foot pipe on subwatershed three with a cost of $142,942. This gives a 
total cost of $337,974 for the method which is $172,401 higher than the 
method where all three subwatersheds are optimized as a system. The peak 
flow for this method was 971 cfs which exceeds the allowable peak. 
Three methods have been considered; the proposed method of this 
study where all three basins are optimized as a system; a method based 
on the optimum basin for each individual watershed; and the conventional 
method of designing each basin to pass the maximum permissible outflow. 
The first of these methods gave a cost of $165,573 and a peak flow of 
606 cfs, the second gave a total cost of $239,975 with a peak of 267 
cfs, and the third gave a cost of $337,974 and a peak flow of 971 cfs. 
This example problem exemplifies that the conventional design method 
may be much more costly and may produce flows exceeding the desired peak 
flow upon occasion. The proposed method of optimization using the sys-
tem of basins shows advantages over optimizing each basin separately. 
Using this method also guarantees that the post-development peak flow 
will not exceed the allowable peak flow. 

CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION FOR FURTHER STUDY 
The prevention of urban flooding is an increasing concern of urban 
planners and developers. They are not only concerned with how to con-
trol flooding, but how to accomplish it at the least possible cost. 
Economics plays a major·role in flood retention structures as in almost 
everything else in that if two possible structures can be built to do 
the same job, the lowest cost structure will probably be built. 
In this study computer programs and procedures are presented that 
make it possible to find a least cost system of detention basins that 
will control increased flows from urban areas to a predetermined level. 
It was demonstrated that the least-cost, systems approach can result in 
the savings of thousands of dollars when only three subwatersheds were 
considered. The potential savings for a more complex watershed is even 
greater. 
The conclusions drawn from this study are that cost optimization 
for a single subwatershed can save many thousands of dollars and systems 
optimization, where more than one basin is considered, can save even 
larger amounts of money. An optimized system of basins has better con-
trol over downstream flooding than where basins are designed for each 
subwatershed individually. Very often the subarea-by-subarea approach 
gives a set of basins that will aggravate downstream flooding. 
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Although the costs used in the examples in this study may not be 
totally accurate, the comparison between options should be relatively 
accurate. The main source of error in finding the costs arises from the 
method used to find the installation costs. Most developers are reluctant 
to state their actual costs so it is hard to make an accurate estimate 
of installation costs. However, anyone using the programs presented here 
can substitute their own estimate of these costs. 
Inflation will have an effect on cost estimates as will the geo-
graphical location where the structure is being built. Thus the cost 
functions must be updated to account for these differences. The cost of 
land can be changed by changing the constant on the card for COSTA. The 
value of land in the original program is equal to $15,000 per acre, but 
this will vary from place to place and also will change over the years. 
The pipe costs can be changed by entering a new DATA PCOSTS card with 
the appropriate values for the pipe sizes to be used. The costs for 
building the dam can be altered by changing the $.38 for placing fill 
material and $.98 for compaction to appropriate values on the FCOSTS 
card. 
The computer program, HYDRO, not only allows a wider range of situa-
tions to be studied compared to hand methods, but also cuts down on the 
man-hours of labor that goes into searching for a suitable system. Thus 
the systems approach for designing flood water detention structures should 
have a future. The program, HYDRO, can be improved in several respects. 
Most important of these are designing the dam and finding better cost 
estimates for the structure employed. Another such improvement would be 
to include costs for energy dissipators used on structures of this type. 
Also, the program needs to be modified to allow sediment trapping to be 
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considered. 
Another very important improvement in HYDRO would be to add a sub-
routine for stream routings and hydrograph addition for joining tribu-
taries. Then joining this subroutine with HYDRO and TABLE and adding a 
main control program would allow a two or three subwatershed problem to 
be solved directly by one computer run without using TR20. 
With such a complete program, it would be possible to generalize 
the program to take care of four, five, or more subwatersheds. However, 
with as many as five subwatersheds, available computer storage starts to 
become a problem. Larger capacity, faster computers will eventually 
eliminate this problem and make it feasible to make such modifications. 
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l-JOO ,TI.ME:tl,~9) 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C ~••***$·~·~~·*~0~~·~·*·~)+~*****)$0~J0•*~··~·~··49~~·····~···~~····,~···· 
C GLCISSf.HY OF TER11S 
C ~*************•*~~~·····~·•*******·~•t•••••*•·~·,~··~·-~··*~~·*···~··~··*1 
c 
c 
c 
c 
C ACIMFL-ACCUHULATED lrlf=·LUrl CURVE 
c 
~ ACOSTS-CUST OF LANO COVERED 
c 
C A-ARE.A ,AC.RES 
c 
C Al-1NFILTRA11014 
c 
C AkEA-AREA OF L•NO AT VARIOUS STAGES 
c 
c A~EAC-AREA OF LAliD CUV(ll~O ev WATER FOR A ~]VEfJ PlPE SIZE 
c 
C HCOST$-COST OF Jris·rALLlrlG PIPE. ASSUMED Tn DE 4 11}1[5 PIPE COSTS 
c 
C C.31-0UMi-lY 
c 
C C3TP-C3•TP COOltfllNAT[ FRUH HAAN•S ~OUATJCN 
c 
C CAPAC-CAP~CllY OF RESlRVUlR AT EACll STAGE 
c 
C CAPACA-CAPACITY IJF S-(0/l}tUELTAT COrRESPO~Dl~:G TO STAGEA 
c 
C CI-CURRECTIOrJ FUi~ JMPf:kVl.OUS ARfA 
c 
C CKI-FRICllON CUlFFICIENT FOR PIPE FLOW 
c 
C (L-COkRE.CTlO'J f-OR CHANNEL MOOIFICJ\TlU~S 
c 
C CN-CUkVE NUMBER 
c 
C CO!iT-COST OF LAf~D THAT lS. COVERfll BY l<IATfR 
c 
C COSTA-COSr DF LA~O PER ACRE 
c 
C D-lIM[ JNCkF:MlNT ,llf..S. 
c 
C Di:LTAT-TIME lt-JCRLMENT 
c 
( DH-OAH H[IGHT lN Fl:ET 
c 
C. OlMRAr~-OlMErl~JU:-JLE~S Rh1tH-ALL V,\I.Uf:S 
c 
C. LllSCH-Ol~CH,\R(.[: Of Rf.SF.RVUlR AT FA(H STAC.E 
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c 
C DISCHA-UISCHARGE fllR VALUE Of STAGEA 
c 
C DL-DAM UNGTtl IN FEET 
c 
C EW-WATER ELEVATION 
c 
C FAREA-AREA VALUE READ IN 
c 
C FCOSTS-FILL AND COMPACTION COSTS 
c 
C FSl AGE-STAGE PU!t,T REAU lN 
c 
C FX-ERROR TERM 
c 
C FXI-DUMMY 
c 
C lNFLO>I-INFLOW HYDROGRAPl1 
c 
C ITP-OUHMY,TRUNCATES TP 
c 
C HL-CHAR:.C.TERISTIC LENGTH 
c 
C KC-NUM!~ER OF PIPES 
c 
C NRPTS-NUMDER OF CIMEN5JONLESS RAIN VALUES 
c 
C PCOST-COST OF PIPE PER FOUT OF LENGTH 
c 
C PCOSTS-COST OF PIPE INSTALLED 
c 
C PEhK-PEAK DJSCl~RGE FOR GIVEN STRUCTURE 
c 
C PEAKS-PEAK STAGE ObTAINED 
c 
C PIO-PIPE DIAMETER 
c 
C PLENGT-ASSUMfD PIP!' LENGTH 
c 
C PP-PERMANENT POUL ELEVATION 
c 
C Q-RUNUFF FROM IIP-.Z•SJ•02J/(P+0.8*SI 
c 
C QI-DUMMY VARIABLE 
c 
C QZ-DUMMV VARIADLE 
c 
C OH-OUTFLOW HYDROGRAPH VALUE,CFS 
c 
C QPCFS-PEAK FLOW IN CFS 
c 
C QPIN-PEAK FLOII 1H lN/llR 
c 
C QORIF-ORIFICE FLOW VARIABLE 
c 
C QPIPE-PIPE FLOW VARIABLE 
c 
C QT-UNIT HYDROGRAl'ft VALUE ,CFS 
c 
C QWEIR-WEIR FLOW VARIAULE 
c 
C RAIN-RAIN OEF'TH 
c 
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c RAINEX-EXUSS RAHi PtR lhCP.EHErn OF THIE 
c 
C S-EIJUAT ION 11000/CN )-10 
(. 
C STAGE-STAGE OF RESERVOIR 
c 
C STAGEA-STAGE FOUND FOR [ACII VALUE OF STPV 
c 
C STAGEU-HEAD OF WATER FOR WEIR FLOW 
c 
C STARTV-SlARTING VOLUME FOR ROUTING 
c 
C STMACC-S TURM /,CCUHllLAT 10tl , INCHES 
c 
C STPV-VOLUME VALUE AFTER INCREMENT RY VOLUME!!) 
c 
C SUM-CALCULATES TIIE lD"JAL WATER ON WATERSHED 
c 
C T-1 lME ,HR 
c 
C Tl-TIME IN HOU~~ OF .FLOW 
c 
C TCOSll-UUMMY VARIABLE 
c 
C TCOSTS-TOTAL COSTS FUN GIVF.N STRUCTURE 
c 
C TL-THlt' LAG,HRS 
c 
C TLC-CORR~CTED Tl~IE LAG,HRS 
c 
C TP-TIME TO PEAK,HRS 
c 
C VALUE-AMOUNT OF INCREMENTAL RUNOFFIJ~TERNAL) 
c 
C VOL-VOLUME OF flLL hE~DED TO OUILO DAM 
c 
C VOLUME-VOLUME STORED, BETWEEN EACH TIME INCREMENT 
c 
C X-OUMMY 
c 
C Xl-S-I0/2)*DELTAT VALUE FOR CORRESPONDING STAGE 
c 
C X2-S•I0/2J•DELTAT VALUE FOR CORRESPONDING STAGE 
c 
c Y-SLOPE,PERCErn 
c 
c 
c 
·c 
c 
c 
(. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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t••••~$•j~~•••••~••~•o~•••••••••~•~~•••~~•e•••~••••••••)•••••••~~••~••••••••• 
C Pf..'Li(:f1f1~1 HYO:l(J 
c•••40~•*•*••••••~•••••*••~••••••~•~•~••••~•••,o•••••••)oo,••••y••••*••••o••• 
C Tn!.S. S(CllOI~ f-Jf/D!:, A ~iY!lldJC!<APII CJl/'"M THF- ,\i{F,\, ';LtlPf, CL'ltH.(CTIOtl \JUE:. TU 
C L[:NGIH HUlJII-JCAl !Ut/~, LU!.:Rl.CI lfJ:'l {)IJ!: TO T~P'f.1\VlL:U~ AKl:A,TlHi: 1/.!CREME:!T,ClJ~VE: 
C NUMOl:R, ,~.t1U fJ_/,ltl Ul.1'1H. ll\L SCS-TR 1/,tJGULA'l IIYUROC,ii,i\Plt PlTHOO I::, V!:iEO 
C flt/OJtJ(; PEAKS ArHJ lHl: Ti~ll: 10 PFAK. HAAfl'S DIMlt1'.>1(.;~~lESS E:CiUAT!O,'I IS USEC 
c TO or:SCRlOE: THE U~ll I H'(ORLJGkAPH. 
( 
l 
j 
,, 
5 
b 
7 
u 
9 
10 
l l 
lL 
13 
14 
15 
lo 
17 
lB 
19 
20 
21 
oil 
2:, 
L4 
25 
lb 
27 
20 
29 
JO 
( 
JNlfGlH coor:. 
0111rr·J~~lOII F!:,lAGl.l.20),f;\RlA(20) 
DI~lN~IUN Sl~~ElJl~UOJ 
o 1.~ Et, ::.1 nr·J ~. 1 MACC ( 2. lJU ) , o ( 2 oo 1 , I)" 1 , 1 r x r 2on 1 , c Jr r f 2 co l , r: x , 2co l 
OlM[N~lON QTl200) 1 1{200) 1 Vl,Ll1E(20l1 1 200),Q\lt200) 
Oltl!.:.h::.lOii 1\RE:i,Cl"/5 I ,i1Cl)S"I:::. [15) 
Ul~,f.N'.,I0:1 (Jill {2VlJ) ,L.il1%120V) 
D 1,-\l:i 1:; 1 ur l AC.:. 1; if L I J 00 I , vu l u:-, [ l :" 00 I , S l ,., RT VI 300 I , S 1 P 'J ( ) 00 I , ST A GE;.. ( :'.00 
l I , CAP,\(,\ I 3U G I 1 1 l I ::01.JO} , D l $CH A ( 300 ) , ST AG F. ( -~ 00 ) , CAP AC t 300 ) , [) l SCII I 300 I 
l , X 1 { JOO) , ;.:: 2 t JOO) , 11 ll- l Lhl I JOO) 
Dl~lEN~lGN CA~ACUl2~0) 
~lH!itlSIUrl SlhGEC(200) 
l1l:"'f:I-J~JO/i l'lUl15J 
01:1LrJ::.1u~1 ~l:4K~ l"/~l 
Lll~~tl~lGI~ ARlA{200) 1 CIJST{200) 
011·11:~ISI(ifl PL.lt~TllSI 
o 1,··u:N ~ I lits v c t.i'.", 1::.. t 1 s > , BC o s Ts 11:. > , r: r.:os Ts r 15 I , VOL I 1s > , DH t 7 5 > , PL , 7 s > 
01:1Er,s1Gr~ 1co~·1si1~> 
O lM t:ll ~' l c:·J P l (, ~ ( 1 VO I , KC~ ( 1 00 I , P [,.KS S f l r:o) , 1'E f,. Kl~ ( t (1 0 I I l COS 15 ( l U O) 
DI~lt:N'..ilUti TOI:-·,H (lUl ),lll !LOO) 1 ,\0l'-'Rtil2COl ,S01Mf<.t:[20(•J ,()1:-':hAN( 101) 
iJil-",t:N!..l[ll; (..1LJK1Fi(200) ,lJllR1F?.l200l 
LJ 11u ~l ~ 1 ur I c"' 1 t 1 '.:i 1 , nc 1 1 ~ l , uwF. 1 n. ( 2 o o) , OOR r F f 2 oo I , QP 1 Pe: ( 2 o o l , o 1 I 2 oo > 
UlVit:N:.JUU UZllOO) 
LJin[tf.'.:.IL·!~ Pl DZ I lLO) 
1-:.1:AL lf~Fllrrl 
(J Al A O 1,,;l{Alsl I. C.,(l ll , • 003 'J, .. 00 1'}, • 0 1 1 r,, • 0 l 5 fJ , .. 0 I 97 r • 0 2 J6 1 • C 27 6 , • 0 31 5 , .. 
101ss,·.u)94,.U4~),.U47),.0512,.0~~?,.0591,.0h)O,.G~70,.G70?,.07491. 
10 7 o o , • o t c 1 , • u 'J 6 -, , • u•1u b , • u 91, & , • 00 2 5, • 1n2 1• , .. 1 0 6'- , • 1 1 u:. , • 1 1.c. 3 , • l le 2 , • 
1 l 2 2 1 t • } £ IJ l t "' J j CO I • 1 ) it {J I • 1 :=:. "/ 9 I • ] '• J r: f • ] i+ 5 '\ I • l it '} 1 f • l ~ _17 I • 1 S 7 f, f • 1 ~ 0 0 r • 
l lol .2, .1,:,,,,,, .. 11 :to,. lblh, .la5?..,. J ,·r.~, .1 •J?-t}, .l'l"o, .21J Sb,. 2092, .2152-,. 
1 Ll l l. 1 • ;! 20-=t-,. 2)3L,. ~·,lu, .'L4f,4 1 • 2">~1 l,,. Z"iQ{:,, .. 2(,92,. 2 776, .2896, .JU 16, • 
13.:'.~0,. )t-, 16, .~ • .21 &, .& l JO, .b!:, I l,, .. 71.,Cf,,. 199(,, .. 31 70, .. 3 )32,. e-'.b4, .n~0 1tr. 
l U &:.:.u, • u ·111:, , • 8 11 '116, • 09 6J , • 90 2 8, • 91 : A, • 'J I 91--, , .. '1 "1 'it> , • 9.:, l t., • 9 3 7 b, • 94 3 b, • 
l '/4 '"jt, J • ,J ~ ;, "! t • CJt, 0 1t t • fJ/.) 7 {, I • ')7) 6 t ., '17 7 2 t • CJ 796 r • 9 S 56 r •'}~/.!QI • 9~04 f • 992 8 t • 
l 99 5 2 1 • 9 9 -, o, 1. (IOO, l • uo 0/ 
UAlA PlO/l.5,1.~5,i.,Z.25 1 2.~,1.,~.5,4.,4.5,5.0,S .. 5,6.,6.5,7.,8./ 
~AlA PCO~l/7.07,B.97,lU.17,Jl.OU,12.45,t6.1U,32.5U,~'·•S4,53.00,bl. 
101,h7.~0,-/J.~1,B,,.00 1 U~.~0,'l6.00/ 
DAlA kC./.Ul'"'r .Ul~, .i.Jll.>1 .. 01'/, .Uif 1 .Dl?, .0195, .020, .021, .022, .024,.0 
12~,-024,.024,.024/ 
RE At) f s, Hu 1 l ,\, v , c L , c 1 , n , c r 11 , crJ?, R A IN 
REh:ll~ 1 blll)U~,O~,lOP 1 ~1,E2,CL 
kEAU(~,603)P~lNl 
C FUR PR1f~1=:l. A FIJLL PKlNlUUl IS c.1vrr1,FOR PRlriT=2. A !..U,V,:-\,\RY 15 GIVEN 
c 
J.l E!Ol 1:1JRHATl8F').O) 
3l 602 FORl~Al(UF~.O) 
)3 6(i3 FtJi-:!1Al(F5.0) 
34 S!°>=O. 
3S NRf-'T~ =l 00 
3b TD!MR(ll=O.O 
50 
37 ,DIHRN!ll=O.O 
38 IJO 16 JT:..:2, lCtl 
39 TOIMRIJTl•TDIHRIJT-lJ+O.l 
40 16 CONT l f,UE 
41 01t11~0.o 
42 JZ•IO/a 
43 DO 23 JY=2,JZ 
44 Ul(JYJ=Ul!JY-l)+D 
45 OU 10 JX=l,100 
4b lf(TOii-!.HlJJ().LT.Ol(JYJ)GO TO 10 
4·1 GO TO 2 l 
48 lll CGl11JNVt 
49 21 lF!TUJMRIJXI.NE.Dl{JYIIGO TO 22 
50 lFITDIMK{JXI.EQ.Dl(JYJISDJHRN(JYl=OIMRAN(JXI 
51 GU 10 23 
52 22 AOIHRN!JYl=DIMR<NIJA-ll•IIOIIJYI-TDIMR(JX-l)l/(TOIMR!JXI-TOIMRIJX· 
ll)))*llllMltANlJX)-DlMRA~(JX-1)1 
53 >DIMRN!JYl•AOlHRN(JY) 
54 23 car. TINUE: 
55 00 I l=l ,JZ 
56 ~TMACC(l):::RAlfJ'):SOlMRNll) 
~7 l CONTINUt 
~8 DU 2 MK=l ,2 
59 JFIMK.EQ.llCN=CNl 
oo IFCMK.t:Q .l) cr,.:;;cr12 
bl IFIHK.eQ.llCL=l.O 
b2 lFfMK.EO.l)Ci=l.O 
b) S=IIOUO./CNJ-IO. 
64 AJ:.::0,.2,')S 
b5 DO 10 l=l ,JZ 
6b lFIST~\ACC(lJ.LT.Al)RAlNEXfI)=O.O 
67 IFfSTrlACC(l).LT.Al)O(l)=O.O 
b8 IFISTMCCIIJ.LT.A.IJ<;TCIJ=O.O 
b9 lf(STMACCII I.LT .. AIIYHIIJ.::0,.0 
-10 IF{::,lMACC(l).GT.Al)GO TO 9 
71 Il=Ji.-+l 
7l 9 lf!Sf>,ACCIJ J.LT.Al)GO TU 10 
73 Ufll=l{AOSl~THAtCIIJ-0.2*511**2.0J/fSTMACClll+0.8*51 
74 RAINEX!ll=QllJ-Qll-ll 
75 11=1 
7b Jl=l-11 
77 10 CONTl~UE 
78 HL=209.*IA**0.6) 
79 1L=11~1L~~O.U)~l(S+l.0)**0.7))/(1900.*(Y**0•5)) 
tiO TLC=ll•CL•CI 
01 TP=TLC+0/2.0 
az ITP=TP/0 
03 X=ITP/IJI-ITP 
84 JF(X.GT •• 'JJTP:::IITP+l):t:0 
05 lFCX.LE •• S)TP=ITP*D 
~b UPLFS=l~U4.*(A/h40.)I/TP 
07 ~P!N=IQPC•S•.9?lll/A 
C TH~: Fl.lllli\~lNG Sl.CT iUN SOLVES 1-tAAN•S OlMENSIONLESS EOUATJON FOR CJ 
88 C3T~(l)=IWPlN*TPl/5.U 
09 t31P(L)=f~P1N~1~)/4.0 
'JO F XI l ) = ( QP l N• l f> l • l C 2 • 7 l 02 82 /C)l P I I l ) ., "'° f."3T P f l J ) * GAHM A. { C 3 T P ( l ) ) -1 • 0 
91 FXIL)=(QPlN*lP)*ll~.7lbLB2/C3TP(7.)l*~C3T~(2))•GA~MACC3TPl2)1-l.O 
92 FXl=FX(lJ 
93 C3l=C3TP!ll 
94 l~IAO~IFXIII-O.OOJ.LE •• UOIJGO TO 40 
·,~ fXl=FX(.21 
51 
96 C)l=C)TP(21 
97 l~(A~~IFXlZl-0.00J.LE •• OOl)GO TO 40 
98 DO 30 K=3,100 
99 C3TPl~l=-FXIK-l)•IIC31PIK-l)-C]TPIK-Z))/IFXIK-l)-FXIK-2)))•C3TP(K 
111 
100 FXIK)•{QPIN•1Pl*ll2.71B202/C3TPIKll**C3TP{Kll•GAMMAIC3TPIK)J-l.O 
101 C3l=C3TPIKI 
102 FXl=fXIK) 
103 IHAll!.fFXfKl-0.00).lE •• OO!)GO TO '•0 
104 30 [UN11r~uE 
105 40 C3=CJI/TP 
106 IFIPRlnT.EQ.Z.)GO TO 01 
107 WRIT[t6,9G311P,QPCFS,UPIN,C31 
106 903 fUkMAll///,' lP= 1 ,~10.'tr5X,'OPCFS= 1 ,F10.4 1 5X,'QPIN= ',FI0.4,5X, 
1C3lf>: •,Fl0.4) 
109 81 CllNfl~UE 
C THE FOLLOWING GIVES THE U~IT HYDROGRAP•~ 
110 [JO 50 H=Il,JZ 
111 l~l~I.Gf.llJGU TO 45 
112 1111)•0.0 
113 GO TO 40 
114 45 llM)=T(X-l)+D 
llS 4b QTIM)=QPCFi•fl{TIM)/TPl•EXPfl.O-TIM)/TP))**IC3*TP)) 
lib MM=M 
117 50 CONTl"lUE 
116 l'lN=O 
119 Ml="MM+ll-1 
liO I.JU 63 K=l,Ml 
121 DU b4 ,.;.K,:::1,11 
122 VALUE(KK,K)=O.O 
123 6'• C(HJTlr-..'UE 
124 63 CONT lNUE 
125 LIU bO J=ll,11 
126 L!O 65 M=l ,HM 
127 NN=J-1 
l:lU 1 =M.,.NN 
129 VALUEIJ,l l=RAINEXIJl•OT(M) 
130 65 Ct:fl r !NUI: 
131 60 CONTINUf 
132 00 uo 1=11, ... l 
133 OHi l=O.O 
134 uo 90 J=ll,11 
135 OH(Il=QHil•VALUEIJ,I) 
13b QHl l=QH 11) 
137 90 CUt-.TlNUE 
138 80 CONlINUE 
139 DU U IZ=l,Ml 
140 QH211Zl=U.0 
141 12 UHll!Zl•O.O 
142 !FIMK.EO.l)GO TU 3 
143 GO 10 0 
144 3 00 4 J=ll,MI 
1.,5 4tJt-illIJ=CJHlll 
146 GO TO S 
147 BDU61=11,Ml 
148 b OYZlll=QHl!I 
149 GU TO 11 
150 5 CUNTINUS 
151 PEAKl•QHl{ll 
1S2 OL) 7 1K=11,Hl 
15) IF IUH! I IK l .(,T .PcAKllPEAKl•QHI IIK l 
52 
154 7 COi!TlNUE 
1~5 11 COtlTlNUE 
l5b lflMK.EQ.2JGO TO 13 
1S7 lF(Pill~T.EQ.2.IGO TO 82 
lSU WRlT~,h,Ylb)µEAKl 
159 "18 SUkM,111///,' 1/IE PEAK OF THE UND[VELOPED WAlHSHEO IIYOROGRAPH IS • 
1,r10.2> 
lbO 82 CONTINUE 
161 13 CONTll.UE 
162 SUM=o.o 
lb3 IJ:fl~l 
164 00 99 I=lJ,~J 
lb5 5UM•SUN•((IUHIIJ•OH(l-1JJ/2.0)*.?917*(0/A)) 
166 99 CUNT lt..:UE 
lbl IFIPRINT.EQ.2.)GO TO 03 
168 WRITEl6,~00} 
lb9 900 f-CRX:"1Tf///,2X, 1 TIME 1 ,.3X,'STM.\CC•,3x.,•RUNOFF',3X 1 1 RAIN EXC 1 ,3X,•UN1 
lT liYU',3X, 1 UUT HYO',//) 
110 03 CONTINUE 
171 DO 100 K=l,:'11 
172 IF(K.GT.liGO TO 101 
173 T(l)•O.O 
174 GU Tu 102 
175 101 TIK)=TIK-1)+0 
l1b lF(K.GT.JZ)51NACC(Kl•5TMACC(JZ) 
177 IFIK.GT.JZJMIKJ•U(JZ) 
178 J~IK.GT.JZ)RAINEX(K)•0.00 
·11? lflkAlNEXfK}.EQ.O.OO)~T(K)=0.00 
IOU 102 IF{PRlrlT .. lO.L. .. )GO 10 E:.4 
101 WkJTE(&,90l)TfKl,~TMACC(K},QfKJ,RAJNFX(K),OT(K),0HtK) 
182 901 FOkMA111X,F5.2,3X,F?.4,JX,F6.4,3X,FB.4,3X,F7.2,3X,F7.2) 
1e3 84 CONTINUE 
184 IHK.GT.12*lll.ANO.Qt11K).LT •• OOJJGO TO 105 
185 100 corn INUE 
l8b 10~ lf(PklNT.EQ.l.JGO TO 85 
187 HRITEl6,908ISUM 
lb8 908 fUkHAT(//,' lH~ DEPTH OF WATER ON WATERSHED= ',Fl0.4) 
189 &S CONTINUE. 
190 2 co:HJNUE 
c THIS PRUGl-:J,M our~ A P,l'.:.l::HVUlK ROIITT'~r. hIVFN THE INFLOW HYOROGRAPll, THE 
C STAL[ iJl.'::.C.llAt,,..L,\::. CUkVI:, Afli.J THE SlAGF-(APJ\CllY CUP.VE. 
c 
( 
C IT IS ,\SSU.'-11:D THAT A SMALL £:.NOUGH Tt~CJ.:E-Mf::!T IS TAK(ll TO ALLOW A STRAIGHT llME 
C TO [.([; ORAW~l LETi-lLl:ll PUIHf.'::. 
c 
C Ttll: FULLC'..Jlhl~ ~rr.r1uri D~"F],\\"$ A SJ,',Gr-Agfi', Ao'JD A STAGE \'OLU,""E CURVE, IT AL'&O 
c CALCULATtS Tl![ (lJST AS..'::.L;ClATr:o WIT 11 nri::: t,F:.i::A (LJ 1/EP.lO, A~Sll."\l~;G 'f.15000 PEI<. 
C AC~:E.. TU (Ht,rJGL llllS. (U.'::.l PfR ACKF, THE COSTA= C/,RO t-'.UST UI: CHAr~GED. 
1·91 
1'12 
193 
l 'J4 
195 
19b 
l ?1 
198 
l 9? 
200 
201 
COSTA•l5000. 
~STl.t.Ecl l 1•0.0 
f-AXf:/,(1 )=-0.0 
AhF.t1tl)=O.O 
(.05111)•0.0 
STAGU I) •u.o 
CAPACIIJ=O.O 
JJJ=2 
KKK•O 
IFIPR!NT.EQ.Z.)GU TU Sb 
WRlll(&,914) 
53 
202 91'• F01H·1All///,lOX, 1 STAGE',11X, 1 APfA',9X,'CAPACITY 1 ,lOX,'COST 1 ) 
203 86 COl-jl 1NUE 
204 DO 310 };2,l.O 
205 KfA0(~,804)CUDl,FSTAGE(I),FAREAll) 
LOb C04 FURHAT(ll,2flO.OJ 
2(0 HICOUE .El.I. 71GU To 313 
208 N'I'<• I r-s TAGE I I l-FS lAGc 11-l l l /O .2+ KKK 
209 OU 312 J=JJJ,NN~ 
210 LF=t-,f~N 
211 STAGEIJl•STAGEIJ-1)+0.2 
212 AREA I J l •F Allb1 I l-11 + I ( ~Ar EA I I I-FA f'.EA I I-Ill• IS T AGE( J J-F STAGE ( 1-1 I Ill 
lFS-rAGECll-FSTAGEtl-1))) 
213 CUSl(JJ=AREAIJ)OCOSTA 
214 CAPACIJl•CAPACIJ-ll+D.5•!AREAIJ-ll+AREAIJIJO(STAGE!Jl-STAGE!J-JJJ 
215 312 CONTJNUE 
£16, JJJ=NNN+l 
217 KKK•JJJ 
218 310 tUNTINUE 
219 313 CONTINUE 
ao lF!PRl.'1.rn.2.JGU TO U7 
221 OU 333 K=l,LF,10 
222 WR 11 E lll ,<t 15 lST AC.':. r K), AR~/\ ( K J ,CAP A( tK) ,COST IK J 
223 915 FU~~lAll5X,Fl0.2,SX,FlG.2,5X,Fl0.2,5X,Fl0.2) 
22~ 333 CONTINUE 
L2.5 a·1 Clfr>1T li'.UE 
226 NH•Ml-11 
221 DO llfJ l=l,Ml 
228 119 lNFLOW!IJ•QHl(IJ 
229 uELTAT=D 
230 ND•IOO 
C THIS SECTION UETEkMINES THE CORRECT DISCHARGES FOR THE PIPE SIZE IN 
C U&E 
c 
231 TCUS T 1•1000000. 
232 KT•U 
233 ~C•l 
234 DO 270 1•1,15 
l35 Kl=K.T+l 
23& ER=-Pl011)+4.0+El 
.C:37 PP=f:R 
238 EW•PP 
239 DISUllll•O.O 
l40 STAGEO!ll=O.O 
241 (.JO ?,7 LP=-2,LF 
24l E.W=EH+0.2 
l43 lflEII.GT.ERJGU JU b03 
2" QWl'rn(LPl•O.O 
245 ~OR!F(Ll-')=O.O 
24b GU Tll 37 
247 b03 SlAGElJILPJ=EW-[R 
0248 f'lll2(ll=PID(l)+0.5 
249 QWEIRILP)=J.iO(J.141~92b*Pl0211))•ffEW-ER)*•f3.0/2.0JI 
2 50 OUli. I Fl ( l P ) = 3. l •1 1 ~ 9 Lt. ct I ( I-' ID 2 I 1 ) • :t?. 0 1 /4. 0) -. 0. t:,:,- ( I b 4 .4 • I E ',.j-E. R J ) .. *. 5 
2)1 ".J0~1f2l LP )=3.141~92&•1 I PIO( I 1**2 .OJ/4.0l *O.b• I (b4.4•C EW-1 E l+PJO( ll 
1/2.JIJH.Sl 
252 JFIUOhJFllLP).Gr.QURlF2(LP))GO TtJ 502 
2~3 VOH. IF (LP) ::..JUl\lF 1 I LP) 
.i::54 GO lQ ~03 
2~~ 502 ~O~IFILPl•QURlF21LPl 
Z~b 503 tUNTINUE 
257 31 CONT:iNUE 
54 
2~8 STAGEr~=Plll°tl)+'t•O 
259 STALECI 11•0.0 
lbO DO 334 LZ=2,LF 
2bl STAG~CILZl•SThGECILZ-l)+0.2 
2b2 LCB•LZ 
2b3 lFISTAGEC(LZl.Gl.STAGEUIGO TO 335 
264 )34 CO!·~T I r..,iuE 
265 135 CAPAtl•CAPACILCb-ll•l(STAGED-5TAGECILCO-lll/15TAGEC(LCB)-5TAG(CILC 
15-l I l PI CAP/,C I LCB )-CAPAC I LCB-l)) 
266 LAD•LCB 
2b 7 L Ai\=L F--LC H 
268 CAPACDl!l•O.O 
2h9 DU J36 LA=2,LAD 
270 CAf1 ACOtLA)=LA~ACILAD)-CAPAC8 
271 LAU=L~O+l 
272 IFILAiJ.GT.LflGO lO 337 
2"/3 336 (.UHTIHUE 
2-14 33 7 CONT l NlJf: 
2fi CKl ( I I•( (l{C (II ••2 .0)*50&7 .1/1 ( PIO IT I •12 .O I** I' .0/3 .O)) 
21b PLCNG1=20.0 
2-17 DO 43 ~0=1, l& 
2-,a PLl:::t•G l=PLl:N(,T,+10.0 
279 EW=PP 
:lHO DU 44 MP=2,LF 
281 EW=EH•0.2 
202 IHEII.GT.ERJGU 10 605 
283 OPit't (M?)=O.U 
2U4 &O TU 606 
l6~ 605 l,JPl PE (~P) =( (3.1415926* I Piii( I l*"'2 .OJ*( ( 64.4,a.( EW-E2-0.6*PIO{ I)) J **04 
15)))/tlJ.0+0.~+CKlllJ*PLE~IGTI} 
286 606 lFfQr!EIKt!1P).Lf.QlJA.lFIMPl)GO TO 38 
287 Ql(MPJ=CiORlFt:-IP) 
288 GU 10 39 
289 31 Ql(HP)•QWEIR(MP) 
2YO 39 !F(QIIHP).LT.QPIPE(MP))GO TO 41 
~91 U2(MPl=UP1PlCMP) 
292 GU 10 42 
293 41 Q2(MP)•Ql!MP) 
294 42 OISCH(MP)=02(MPl*KC 
295 4~ CUNf]NLl~ 
296 00 110 J=l,LAB 
297 XllJJ•CAPACUIJ)-ID!SCH(Jl/2.0l•DELTAT•.00264 
298 X2 (JI •f.AP/,CO( JI+ (Ul SC"I JI /2 .Ol *OELT AH .00264 
299 110 (ONTINUE 
C FlNO ACCUMULATED MASS INFLUW CURVE 
300 AC!~Fllll•O.O 
301 MH=Nd-tl 
302 DO 140 IF=Z,Ml 
3v3 AC HlF LI l Fl •!,Cl Nt L ( l F-1 l+ I ( !NF LOW I JF-ll + ltlFLOW (IF I I /2 .c I •DEL TAT* .08 
l2b'• 
304 140 CUNTINUE 
30~ VOLUMfll)=O.O 
30b !JO l~U IG=2.,Ml 
307 VULUHE(IG)•ACINFL(IGI-ACINFLIIG-1) 
308 150 CDNllNUE 
309 SlASTVI 11•0.0 
310 SHUAI 11•0.0 
311 CAPACAll)=-0.(J 
3ll DI SUiAI ll•O.O 
313 1111)•0.0 
314 00 lt>U J=2,Ml 
55 
315 lFISTARTVIJ-11.LT.O.OJSTARlV(J-ll=O.O 
3lb ~l PVI J-1) =-Sl f,RTV ( J-1) +VOLU:'IE ( J J 
C. lJO AN lTt.KATlUN 10 flNO STAl~E.' FROM STPV 
!17 DO 110 K::c£,LAU 
ll8 lFISl~VIJ-IJ.LT.X21KllGO TO 75 
319 170 CONTl~UE 
)20 Wf<lTl:Cb,9-/2) 
lll 972 FUkHHI///,' ERRORH•HIE VALUE OF STPV IS FXCEEDING THE ALLOWABLE 
1X2 VALUE,PHllbABLY NE[O LAkGfR RFSFRVOIR,lkCREASE ~TAGE-AREA') 
322 GO 10 500 )23 75 SlAGlAIJ)=STAGEIK-l)+l(STPV(J-l)-X21K-lll/lX2(Kl-X2(K-llll*ISTAGE( 
324 
325 
uo All 
32b 
327 
32ij 
,29 
c 
130 
Bl 
;.32 
BJ 
l)4 
)35 
Db 
c 
337 
:,J e 
}.39 
340 
~ ... 1 
342 
;)43 
344 
345 
lK 1-SfAl",EIK-l l l 
IFISlAGEA(JJ.Gl.STAGE(LF)JGO TO 212 
cor~lll'lUI:: 
JTfRATllHl TO 1~1ND VULUME FOH S-(0/2}-tOf:LTA -r f-'.F..lJM STAGI:: FOUt•D FOR S.lP 
[JU 200 Kl\:::.2, LA~ 
IF(STAGlAIJJ.LT.STAGEIKKIIGD TO 205 
200 COHTINUE 
205 CAP~CA(J)=Xl(KK-ll+l(STAGEAIJ)-STAGE(KK-lll/lSTAGE(KKJ-STAGEIKK-11 
lJJ>IXIIKKI-XllKK-lll 
DU AU )l[RATION Tu r1r~o [J]SCHARGF F0R STAGr-A 
DISLHAI JI =O\ S\:H I KK-ll + C I Sl AGE A I JI-STAGE IKK-1 l l /(STAGE I KKJ-SlAGE (KK 
1-llll•IDISCHIKKI-DISCHIKK-lll 
If I Ul ~CtlAIJ) .LT .u .v)lJISCHAtJ )=0.0 
J Fl J.Gl .;u.Mm.01SCHA( J-1) .LT •• 005 JDI SCIIA (JI =O.O 
cu~~11 t•Ul: 
STAKlv(Jl=CAPACA(Jl 
·r1CJ)=IJ-ll•D~LlAI 
lbO CGNIINUE 
fl~D PEAK 5lAG~ FRUM RUUTJNG 
PEAK51Kl)=S"fAGEAll) 
UO ·19 KS;::2,}11 
lF(SlAGE•<KSJ.GT.PlAKS(KTIIPEAKS(KTl=STAGEA(KSI 
79 COtlTlNUE 
PEAK5CKll=PEAKSCKTl+STAGEB 
OU ?,71 t-i..S=2, LAD 
IFIST<G[IKSJ.LE.PEAKS(KlJ)GO 10 377 
AREACCKTJ=AalAIKS-ll+(IPl•KS(KTJ-STAGFIKS-111/ISTAGEIKSI-STAGE(KS· 
lllll*IAREA(KSI-AfscA(KS-lll 
GU TO 3-,3 
346 377 CONT l NUE 
347 378 COliTINUf:. 
C OETlRM!Nl DAM SIZE ANO COSTS lNVOLVEO 
34S UHIKTl=PEAKSIKll+5. 
349 PL I KT) :.1 C, .+US-*OH (KT I +OS40H I KT) +TOP 
350 ACUSTS(KTl=AKEACIKTl•COSTA 
3!>1 PCO'.)l'.:,(t<,."I )=PCUSTf l l•PL(~T)*KC 
35l: UCt1STSCKTJ=PCOS1~(K1)*4• 
353 .lFCARSIPLIKTI-PLlNGTJ.LT.10.0IGO TO 47 
354 GU TO 43 
C THE RESl OF PROGRAM IS lt~VOLVED WITH PRJMT01JT 
355 41 !FCPRJNT.EQ.2.IGU TU 88 
35b WR11Elb,~40)~C.,Pl011),PEAKSIKT) 
:;.s,7 940 fORi'\All'JlHE; !-;AXIMU!-\ ~TAGE FOR',T5,' PJPEIS) OF 01AM!:TER',F8.4, 1 
lFT JS 1 ,F1.2,' FT') 
358 WRlTE:(6,'J::J)KC,1110(1) 
3~9 93Y ~OkMAlt/,' lrl~ FCJLLUWING IS THE ST~G~-OlSCtiARGE CURVE FOR',15,' 
IPJPES OF r:tAM!.Tl~ 1 ,FllJ.2) 
3b0 WF:.l.[E:fb,9"1111~Tt.Gf:D{1A) ,IA=l,10) 
3&1 9~1 FURMATl//,5X, 1 STAC~ 1 ,7X,1CFI0.2) 
362 WR1TEl6 1 ?~21 
56 
3b3 942 FOR><AT I 11 X, ' -----------------------1----------------------------------------------
1-- I) 
364 10=1 
365 W Rl TE I b , 943 ) 5T AGE DI l \3) , l O l SCH ( JK ) , JK = 1 , l O l 
3.bb 943 FOt..:MAlti-:10 .. 2,2x, 1 lll~C.H', lOFl0.2) 
3b7 00 171 IC=l ,50 
3bli IB=IU •IO 
369 iO=lB•~ 
370 IFIIO.GT.LFIIO=LF 
371 ·lF(lS.GE.LFIGO TO 172 
JlL WRl1E(6,~44)STAG~OllUJ,(01SCli(JKl,JK=IO,IO) 
373 944 FUKMA-l(FlD.2,2X,'~15CH',10Fl0.2) 
314 171 CONTINUE 
37~ 172 cor~TitiUE 
37b 8~ CUNTINUE 
377 VOL (KT I =(JL * I lQP:.)IJI It KT) +O. ~*US*OH' O'\ T) +O. s•ns •DH (KT) ) 
310 FCOSl~IKT)=VUL(KlJ*ll.0/27.0)•ro.~7+.oe) 
379 TCUSTSIKTJ•~CUS1SIKTJ+BLUSTS(KTJ+FCOSTSIKTJ+AC05TS(KTI 
330 IFIPRli~T.E.0 • .2.)GO 10 U9 
381 i>IRITtt6,lJ2lOIK.C,PlD(lJ1TCOSTSIKT) 
382' 930 ~OiJ.MI\T(//,- 1 TdE C05T5 fOR',15,' PIPF.S OF OJAMElER',fl0.4,' IS 
1•,i:12.2> 
383 WRITE(6,9lO)KC,PIUC-l) 
304 910 FUk:f-1Al (/, ,- TH[ FULLUWlMG DISCHARGf HYDROGRAPtt IS FOR', 15, 1 PIPEI 
lSI OF DlAMl:llR',f-10.4,• FT') 
365 WRJTEl6,~20}(1ltJM) 1 JM=l,JO) 
3&b 920 FOkMATl//,bX,'TlME•,7X,lO~l0.2) 
387 Wkl1EC6,9£0) 
368 928 FO~MA1111X,' -------~--~-~~--~-1------------------------------------------------- ---· 
I--• J 
389 KJ=l 
3 90 W H l TE l 6, 9 21 J T 1 I K J } , IO l SCH.\ I Jl< J , J K =1 , 10) 
3'Jl 921 F(JKMAT(flU.2,~X,'01!:,Ctl•,lOFl0.2) 
39l UU 3U2 KA=l ,50 
393 KJ=KJ+lO 
394 KZ=KJ+9 
395 IF(Kl.GT.Ml JKZ=Ml 
39b H~llE(b,922)Tl(KJ),lUlSCHAIJKJ,JK=KJ,KZ) 
397 922 FU~MAl(~l0.21iX, 1 UISCh 1 ,10Fl0.2) 
398 lFIJK.GE.HI )GU 10 303 
3~9 IFIU!SCHAIKZJ.LT.D.20.AND.Kl.GT.50)GO TO 303 
400 302 CO~TINUE 
401 303. COfJTlfJUE 
4v2 89 CONT H,UE 
403 PEAK=UISCHA(l) 
'9\J4 OU 161 ld=Z:,NH 
405 lftUl~CHAl1~1J.GT.PEAK)PEAK=OISCHAII•IJ 
i..ob lbl cnr~11r-.u1: 
·407 lFIPE;,:<.GT.PEAKl)C.U 10 95 
408 IFITCOSTS!Kll.GT.lCOSTllGO TO 94 
409 TCUSTl=lCOSTSIKT) 
410 LU~KC 
411 PlUJ=PlDI ll 
412 PEAKJ=PfAK 
413 PEAKll=PEAKS(Kll 
4)4 94 CUNl ltHIE 
415 9~ ClJiiTINUE 
416 lflPRINl .ro.2.)GO 10 91 
417 WR11ECb,Yl7)PIU(l),PEAK 
418 
419 
420 
'421 
422 
423 
,,z.4 
425 
'·£6 
427 
428 
429 
4)0 
431 
432 
433 
434 
435 
43b 
4)7 
438 
'-tJ.9 
440 
441 
442 
443 
444 
440 
44., 
448 
449 
450 
451 
452 
453 
454 
4~5 
.4Sb 
457 
458 
459 
4t,O 
461 
4b2 
463 
464 
465 
466 
467 
468 
57 
91-, FUR-MA.ff//,' THE PlAK FOR f'lPf DIAHETfP. 1 ,FS.4,' FT lS',Fl0.2,' CFS 
l ' I 
WR 1 lC (6 ,961 )PL tK. T) ,UH(KT) 
961 f-(H{Mf,l(/ 1 ' TII[ PlPl:. LE.NGTH IS 1 1 F?.2, 1 FT,WlTH A DAM HEIGHT 1 ,F7.2, 1 
l f T 1 ) 
91 CONTI~-.UE 
rrn; I Kl I =PIDI 11 
KCSIKTl=KC 
PlAKSSIKTl=PEAKSIKTl 
PEAKlS.fKf)=PEi\K 
TCUSISIKll=TtuSTSIKTI 
lflPR!NT.NE.2.)GO 10 270 
S5.=$S.-tl. 
lf(SS.GT.l.U)GD TU 93 
HP.lTE (b,'J~O) 
?SO FURMA1(///,lOX,•PJP~·.9X, 1 N0. 1 ,9X,'P[AK',12X,'PEAK 1 ,l3X, 1 T01AL 1 ) 
WP.l lf 16,9'.:il) 
951 fU~MAlllOX,'SlZE 1 ,8X,'PlPES',6X, 1 STAr,f 1 ,9X,'DISCHARGE 1 rlOX, 1 COST 1 , 
1//1 
93 CUNT INUf 
lflPEAK.GT.PEAKIIGU TO 92 
WR11E16,9~L)PIU(l),KC 1 P~AKSfKTl,PfAK,TCOSTS(KT) 
952 FU~MATt~0X,F~.2,1QX,ll,IOX,F5.2,JOX,Fb.2,10X,F9.2) 
co 1U 270 
9~ WRllE16,~53)P1Dfl) 1 KC,PEAKSfKTJ,PFAK,TCOSTSfKT) 
9S3 fUIZMAT(lOX,F4.2,lOX,ll,l~X,F5.2,lOX,F6.2,lOX,F9.2 1 5X,'PEAK EXCEEDE 
1 D ' J 
GO TO 270 
43 CGt~Tl NUE 
Gll TlJ 270 
212 WRITEfh 1 93l)SThGEfLFJ,KC,PIO(I) 
931 FUl-:HJ..11///,• lHE: SlAGl liA~ EXCf::f0[0 THE LIMIT OF 1 1 F1.2,' FOR 1 ,.J5,t 
1 PlP[S Of SlLE',F7.l 1 1 ,CALCULATIONS CONrlNUE FUR NEXT PIPE SIZE 
1. > 
270 curiTINUE 
2-, co~~TlNUE 
55=0.0 
IFIPKINT.EQ.2.IGU 10 339 
DO 38-, Kf;::l, l<.T 
SS=SS•l. 
IFl,5.GT.l.OIGU TO 386 
WRlTE:t6,'J'Jll 
99 l f-Ok!! A 1 (III, 1 OX, 1 P 1 Pf: 1 1 9X, 'NO. ' , Q X, 1 PE AK 1 , 12 X , 'PEAK 1 , 1 JX, 'TOT AL 1 ) 
WR.11E(6 1 992) 
99 2 FOR MA l 1 1 0 X 1 •SI Z E 1 , 8X, • P I PE$ • , r X , ' ST AGE 1 , 9 X, '0 I SCHA RG E 1 1 10 X, 1 cos T I 
l//1 
388 cor~TINUE 
lFIPrAKlSIKfl.GT.PEAKI)GO TO 3S6 
WkIIE:(6,~93)P1DSIKF),KC~IKFl,PEAKSS(KF),PEAKlSIKF),TCOS1SIKF) 
993 fOl~MAl(lUX,f~.2,1GX,1l,lUX1F~.2.1ox,F6.2,lOX,F9.2) 
GO 10 387 
306 WRITEC&,994)P1DS(KFl,KCS(KF1,P~AKSS(KF),PEAK1SfKFJ,TCOSIS(KF) 
994 ro~MAT(lOX,~~.2,luX,11,lOX,F5.2,lOX,F6.£,lOX,f9.2,5X,'P~AK EXCEED\ 
) 0 I) 
387 corHlt,UE 
389 C(Jt~rrr~uc 
WRilt(b,1~0)l\J,PllJl,PfAK1,PfAKJJ,TCOSTl 
~60 FO\.IMA-rl///,' THl MlNIHUH COST STRllCTllR( IS USirlG',12,' PIPflS) Of 
JOIAMETl:~ 1 ,!-=6 .. 2,' Ff',/,' HAVING A PEAK OlSChARGE UF',F7.2, 1 CFS,Atl 
10 MAXi/lUM SlAGC Of-',t--5.2,' fl. THF COST JS S.',Fl0.2,///) 
500 SluP 

APPENDIX C 
LISTING OF TABLE 
58 
c 
c••~••••••¥~·~•••),•~•••••••4*•~~·••••••~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c Ll~T ()F rpn~PA~ TAPLF Ct)•••••••••••••,)•,••••~••••,•••••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c 
c 
JNTEGfR PLAC(flOuO) 
2 Lol1',Eli:,IU:,; V/,LUf: I IL'J) 
3 DJ!',Eli~JllfJ V,\LUi:!l(9,'J 1 •,) 
4 Dl:iLN~lt;ll ~U:,Clll'.,J,:;lJi:C211~,J,~lH'C'311<;) 
5 RI.Auf~,!:OlJl!.,llhCllll,1;.l,8l 
b }, I: AD(~,, f;Ul l l !'>IJbC"lt l), I ::.J ,U I 
7 k[ADl~ 1 bOl) (~U~CJll),1=1,f) 
6 l:CJl f-lJkllA1181-'lO.C.) 
9 SUHCJlQ)=~.00 
10 5UGCil~l=O.OO 
11 ~URC319)=U.OO 
12 CJU b J=l,Y 
13 VG 7 K=l,9 
14 00 6 L=l,9 
15 VALUi:51 L,K r Jl =SUflCl IL J-tSU~-C2(K J-t S\lf'.(J(J) 
16 8 (.Lill I r~uE 
11 1 cc::1T1r.uE 
18 b COtJTlt~Ut 
19 DU 9 JJ=l,9 
2(1 Wfi.Jll:10,'Jlil )JJ 
21 S~l FC~~~TI///,' lH~ F~LLUWING TAflf lS FOR STRUCTURE',13,' UN SUBWAT 
lER~HE!J 3 1 ,//1 
22 l~F.11E16,9to21 
;:-~ 902 FLJJ..:·I,\ T {EX,' 1 1 ,?/.., 1 2 1 ,9X, 1 3 1 ,?X 1 1 4 1 ,9X, 1 'j • ,9X, 'b' ,9X, '7', 9X 1 •a• ,9X, 
1'9 1 ,//1 
24 DO 10 LL~l,9 
.c:5 1>11{1 TE It>, '}Lt3 l LL, I \/ALLIE SI LL ,KK I JJ l ,KK=t ,91 
Zb ~CJ f0~MA111X,ll,9FIO.OI 
21 10 Cf,l·ll I t~UE 
26 'J CC."/11 1·JUE 
~'I KT=O 
30 UO 30 Ll=l,¥ 
31 co 30 l~=],9 
32 OU 30 L3=1,9 
33 KT=KT+l 
34 VALUE IKTl='JALLIESlL3,L.2,LlJ 
35 PLA(EIKTJ=l00JL3•10~L~+Ll 
36 3<..CU~Jllf~UE 
37 ~D 25 M=Z,729 
JS lFIVALUEfll.LE.VAL~llH)IGO TO 27 
39 TEMl'=Vf,LUEI lJ 
40 V:.LUElll=VAI.UEIMI 
41 VALU!::lMl=TEIIP 
42 11:MP=r'LAC!:lll 
4) PL~CE(l}=PLA(E(M) 
44 PL~CflM)=l5XP 
45 27 lFIM.EQ.£)GO TO 25 
46 NM=l"l-1 
47 I.JO L8 l=l,MM 
48 IFIVAllJE(ll.LE.VALUEIMJIGO TO 2B 
49 SE~l'=VALUE{ll 
50 \/ALlll:Cll=VAllJEIM} 
51 VALU~IMl~~EMP 
52 LLMP=l'LA(l(JI 
53 PLAC~ lll=PLA(f(H) 
54 PLAl~IM)=LEMP 
~~ 2tl ClJ.'JllllUE 
5b 2~ CL.·tlT 1:iut' 
~1 ~HITElh,905] 
SB 905 ~(1RMATl//,5X, 1 ~ALUE 1 ,10X 1 1 PLA(E'•//} 
59 OU .'.f> (c::1,129 
bO o,.;r, J 11: 1,,,..,:)4 }VALUE I l) ,PLACE 11) 
bl 'IL4 fl,f.t·1t,1(1X,F7.u,11X,IJ> 
h2 2b C~hll~UE 
63 51UP 
64 ltlO 
APPENDIX D 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
HYDRO requires three data cards of basic information plus a vari-
able number of data cards giving the required stage-area information for 
the basin. The first data card contains the area of the subwatershed in 
acres (A), the slope of.the watershed in percent (Y), the lag correction 
factor due to changes in impervious area (CI), the time increment in 
hours (D), the curve number of the undeveloped watershed (CNl), the curve 
number of the developed watershed (CN2), and the rainfall depth desired 
in inches (RAIN). These values are placed on the data card with a for-
mat allowing five places for each value (8F5.0). 
The second data card contains information concerning the dam. The 
values placed on this card are the upstream slope of the dam (horizontal 
run to vertical rise) (US), the downstream slope of the dam (DS), the top 
width of the dam in feet (TOP), the elevation of the pipe spillway inlet 
invert (El), the elevation of the pipe spillway outlet invert (E2), and 
the length of the dam in feet (DL). These values are also placed on the 
data card in a 6F5.0 format. 
The third data card simply expresses the type of printout desired. 
Putting a 1 somewhere in the first five columns will allow a full print-
out of information complete with a stage-discharge curve and a discharge 
hydrograph for each of the pipe sizes being used. A summary table is 
59 
60 
also printed at the end. Placing a 2 somewhere in the first five col-
umns will suppress the printout so that only a summary table will be 
printed out. 
The rest of the data cards describe the stage-area relationship of 
the basin. There can be up to 18 of these cards. The format that the 
values are placed on the card is a 6 in column one, a stage value in the 
next ten columns, and a corresponding value for area in the next ten 
columns. After all the stage-area points have been read in, a trailer 
card that tells the computer to stop follows. This card has a 7 in col-
umn one with some real number in the next ten columns followed by an-
other real number in the following ten columns. These real numbers only 
give the computer a value to read and are not used. 
The card for KC (line 233 of example listing) can be changed if 
multiple pipe used is not desired. KC is the variable that denotes the 
number of pipes in use. This cuts back on the computer time necessary 
for the program. 
The second program, TABLE, uses data from the first program. TABLE 
requires cost data on each of the three basins. The values for cost ver-
sus pipe size are found by HYDRO for each of three subwatersheds. TABLE 
is only set up to accept 8 cost values for each basin. The eight cost 
values for each subwatershed are placed on a data card in an 8Fl0.0 for-
mat. Thus three data cards are required. The order in which these costs 
are entered is unimportant as long as the user remembers the order they 
were entered. The structure number that is to denote no structure should 
have its associated costs set equal to zero. 
If more than eight values were desired to be used, the program 
would have to be changed to account for the difference in formats used. 
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Also, where the original program has DO loops from 1 to 9, the 9 index 
would have to be corrected. The new range would be from 1 to the number 
of pipe sizes plus one for no structure. Also, the DO loop that runs 
from 1 to 729 would have to be changed to run from 1 to the number of 
pipe sizes plus one for no structure all cubed. This gives the total 
number of combinations possible. 
TABLE is only set up to consider a problem with three basins. For 
a problem with only two basins the additions and rankings may be carried 
out by hand calculations as easily as trying to modify the program. 
Once the costs have been ranked by TABLE, it is necessary to start 
at the lowest cost value and start checking the peak flows of the pro-
posed structures by using TR20. As explained before, checking all the 
structures will not be necessary. This procedure is continued until the 
least cost combination that does not exceed the peak is found. 
APPENDIX E 
SAMPLE OUTPUT OF HYDRO 
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undeveloped hydrograph 
'"" 
o.,.uoo 0~'(,F~; l41.7•)t,8 OPINs 1.07'+'> C:llP• 3.b946 
ltlt PfAK OF THE UNO(VI LfJPf.O W.Alt.RSHC:0 HYUROGRAPII 1S 175.49 
TH1E ST ... ACC RUHliF-F RAJN EXC UNIT HYO CUT HYO 
o.oo O,.GOOO o.uooo o.uooo o.oo o.oo 
0.10 O.OJ.?~ o.uooo u.oouc, o.oo o.oo 
o.zo 0.0)~5 o.vuoo 0.0000 o.no o.oo 
0.30 U. U59\'J C,,.l;l)C,Q u.oc:uo o.oo o.oo 
0.40 o.0·190 0.1,000 c,.uouo o.oo o.oo 
o.so O.V'tb~ o.oouo 0.000/) o.oo o.oo 
o.oo 0 .111:!-C, c...vouo o.uvvo o .. oo o.oo 
0.10 0. IJl,O 0.0000 o.uouu o.oo o.oo 
c,.eo O. l 57S 0.0000 o .0000 a.no o .. on 
o • .-..o U .. 11·15, o.uv00 u.ouuo o.oo o.oo 
1.00 0.1·,r,o 0.0<.100 o.uooc, o.oo o.oo 
1.10 0.111,; 0 .. 0000 0.0000 o.oo o.oo 
1.£0 O.L3b5 o.uuvo 0,.(.,(1(10 o.oo o.oo 
1 .. 30 0 • .:'!:>00 o.onoo G,.0000 o.oo o.oo 
l .40 0. "l:lt,Q O,.GOOO 0.0000 a.on o.oo 
1.so 0.29~5 o.auou 0 .uuoo o.oo o.oo 
1.00 0.)150 o.c.ooo o.vouo o.oo o.oo 
1. 70 U • 335(., o.c.ouo 0.0000 o.oo o.oo 1.eu 0-3545 o.vooo 0.0{;00 o.oo o.oo 
1.90 0.3145 0.0000 0.0000 o.oo o.oo 
t.oo V.3940 o.c-aoo 0 .. 0000 o.oo o.oo 
2.10 U.413S 0,.(;(,00 u.uuoo o.oo o.oo l.,o 0.433~ 0.0000 o.c:.voo o.oo o.oo 
Z.3() 0.'453(, 0.0000 0 .. 0000 o.oo o.oo 
2.40 0.4730 u.0000 o.oouo o.oo o.oo 2.so 0 .4925 0 .. 0000 o.c.,c,oo o.oo o.oo 
Z.bO 0 .'51~0 o.uool) 0.0000 o .. oo o.oo 
2.10 0.5320 o.uuoo o.uooo o.oo o.oo 
£..BO 0.5515 o.ouoa o.uouo o.oo o.oo 
2 .. 9C, o.5715 o.uooo 0.0000 o.oo o.oo 
3.00 o.s·,10 Q. (•QUO o.eiooo o.oo o.oo 
3.10 O,blOS o.cooo 0.0000 o.oo o.oo 
:1.20 O.t,305 0.0000 o.oouo o .. oo o.oo 
3 .. 30 o.c.soo o.uouo u.oouo o.oo o.oo 
3 .. 40 o.tac.o o.vooo 0.0000 o.oo o.oo 
3.50 O.b895 o.c..002 0.0002 13.51 o.oo 
3.bO c, .. 70'90 O.C.005 O.C,004" 69.46 o.oo 
3.70 0. 72'-10 0.0011 U .. OOOb 123 .. 37 o.oo 
3.6() 0. 7485 O.C.O.?O 0.0006 141.80 o.oo 
3.C,Q 0.7bS5 o.c.CJ30 (J .(,\Jl l 128.40 o.oo 
4.00 o.·,aoo 0.0043 o.ou12 100 .. 00 o.oo 
4.10 o.794"0 0.0047 0.0004 70 .. 18 o.oo 
4.cc, O .. IJCJbO O.l•05b o .ooc.,9 45.64 o.oo 
4.30 0 ,C4(jQ 0.009't 0.0038 2'8.00 o.oo 
... 40 CJ. $780 C,,.C.126 0.0032 16.41 o.oo 
4.50 0.90b0 0.0163 c,.c,037 9.21 o.oo 
't.,bO 0 • 1/lbO 0.01£,7 0.00,24 5.07 o.oo 
... 70 O.':l''i40 0.0213 0.002b 2.71 o.oo 
4.60 0.9680 0.0250 O.UUJ7 1.41 o.oo 
4.90 I) ,.9<lb0 O.U300 o.ooso 0.72 o.oo 
s.oo l .. 0200 o. c,353 0.(.,0~4 0 .. 37 o.oo 
!>.10 I.04b0 O.OJll.8 0.(,034 0.1 B o.oo 
5.:.!0 l.OlbO 0.0440 0.0000 0.09 o.oo 
5.~o 1.1060 O.U512 O.UOb4 0.04 o.oo 
!>.40 l .. 142.0 0.05',13 0.0002 0.02' o.oo 
~.so 1. lt>bO 0 .. (:1,,51 0.00')} 0.01 n.oo 
5.bO 1.2oeo O .. U7S6 Cl.Oil.lb o.oo o .. oo 
S. 70 l .. .:320 O.Ot!.2.0 C...OOb3 o.oo O;.OO 
5.UU 1.2000 0.09l'i o. 00·~9 o.oo o.oo 
S.90 l .;.'98U o.1uu, O.C..Gtb o.oo o.oo 
t>.00 I .?-.bO 0.11':>0 O.U145 o.oo o.oo 
b.10 l .31l.6U C, .. 12tl ~ o.ol3l o.oo o.oo 
b.20 1.44:!0 U. l41l.4 (l.l.1£00 o.oo o.oo 
b.30 l .':>O!>O o.tti9b 0.02)2 o.oo o.oo 
b ... o l oh250 0.2152 o.045b o.oo o.oo 
b.SO l.fUf,0 C.2'111 o.u-,:>'J o.oo o.oo 
b.t.O 2 .1080 0.4}51 0.1 .. -.0 o.oo o.oo 
b-10 3.0n80 1.0IJ55 0.5"(1)4 o.oo o.oo 
b.eo 3.3080 1.1677 o.1t,2, o.oo o .. oo 
b."10 3.t,,F,0 1.;">Jo 0.3U58 o.oo o.oo 
7.oo _\. 9'}30 1.t.b~l o.) I lb o.oo o.oo 
1.10 '• .01:H!O l .. "IY:11.l 0. l;t,."/8 o.oo a.oz 
1.20 '•. lt,t.O l • ., ]2 2 0 .r.:;,·11 o.oo 0.05 
-, .)u 4 ,.l]l:O 1. tt .. .2.0 U.V!•U4 0.()0 0 .12 
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7.loO 4. 2•,;.,u l .. t!!J !!'I v.o•,bt (J.00 0.22 
·,.~o lo. 3'.LO I .9l'>6 0.0]71 o.oo o.J4 
·1.t.o 1, .)UliO l.?b)O O.O:J72 o.oo 0.47 
7., "/U ... 4•,t:O "t.0':)')'1 c,.u,,,,, o.oo 0 .54 
-, .uo ".1oo,.o l.OCJ.1'J o.02u1 o.oo 0.62 
·1.<J(J .,._ !>l .. C, 2 .(;bl"o t.J.C,..?35 o.oo O.Ft4 
s.oo 4. 50:lC, l.. 1038 O.<J .. L:4 1J.oo 1 .18 
8.10 4 • ~·,CCI l. 12·,~ O .. Ot.37 o.oo J .55 
b.~(J 4.b2'h0 2. l'>ll o.u;;:,., o.oo 1 .e3 
t.30 '•. b'>&O 2.17,.9 V.0€3ti o.oo 1 .99 
6.40 4.tueo 2. l<Jtlli o.o,J& o.i,n 2 .14 
h.50 4. 1lb{J 2. ~226. 0.02J'f o.oo 2.37 
B .t.C. 4.741:!C, 2. 21.05 0.0239 o.oo 2.67 
8.70 4. 7·,20 2.2657 C,.(Jl 'J~ o.oo 2.93 
b.tio 4.1.J020 2. 2?\'l"I o.o;u.u o.oo 3.19 
B .. ?O 4.B3lJCi l.3160 O.Oltl<J o.oo 3.53 
9.UO -. .t,,uo 2- 3,,2·, 0.02,,1 o.oo J.95 
'J.l <, 4. 85b0 l.3571 0 .01"+5 o.oo 4 .. 37 
'}.20 4.Eo•HJO 2.3bt>B O.UO<J7 o.oo 4.85 
9,}0 4.9200 2 .. 3910 0.(1£42 o.oo 5.2'> 
9.4U 4,.<,·4(!Q 2.4007 O.Cl0')7 o.oo 5.63 
9 .. 5,0 4.r;s20 2.410•1 O.,OU97 o.oo 6.03 
9.bO 4,.964U 2.4201 0,.00?7 o .. oo 6.66 
9.70 4.91b0 2 .. 4298 0 .(i0'17 o .. oo 7,.'>5 
•,.eo 4 .. 'Jt! 1:,0 z. 43'}5, C,.<,0'97 o.oo 9.81 
'1.90 4 ,.<J!;tO 2.4395 0.0000 o.oo 10.6R: 
10.00 4.<JbGO 2.4395 o.ooi:.o o.oo 14.34 
l O. IO 4. 988.0 2.<t395 o.oouo o .. oo 21 .. 12 
l<J.20 4 .9~h0 2.4395 0.0000 o.oo 40.42 
10.JU 4.9bfi0 2.. '4395 U,.{;(l{.;O o.oo a1.os 
10.40 4. 9l.'!t0 2.4395 o.c,ovo o .. oo 124.76 
10.50 4.9380 2.43?S 0,.(IUOC., o.oo Jl,0.46 
lO.bO 4. ,,e ao 2.43')5 o.o,:,oc, o.oo 175.49 
1V.7U 4,.<JCbO 2-4395 0.0000 o .. oo 167.37 
1U.8U ....... uco 2.43',lj o.ooe;c. o.oo 144,.59 
10.':,0 4.9850 Z.4J95 o .. uooo o .. oo 117 .21 
ll.00 4.9080 .z. • .;,345 0.0000 o.oo ?2.04 
ll.lO ,. • •Jato 2.4395 o.ooou o.oo 71.54 
11.20 4,.9!HJO 2. 4395 o.ouoo o.oo 56 .. 35 
l l .30 4.'l!li.O 2 .. 43',15 o.oouc, o.oo 46.08 
11.40 4,.988V 2. 4395 o .. oouu o.oo :18.89 
11.50 4 .981:.0 2. 4395 o.oc,,:,c, o .. oo 33 .48 
1 J..tio 409800 2.4395 0.0000 o.oo 29.92 
i l .. 70 4.981.:0 2.43'15 o.ooc.o o.oo 27.34 
11.ao 4.9050 2.4395 0.0000 o.oo zs.oe 
l 1.90 4.96bC, 2. 43'J5 o.oovo o.oo 23.0b 
12 .. 00 'o-.988U 2 .. 43 .... 5 u.uuuu o.oo 21.41 
lL.10 4.96110 2 .. 4395 0.0000 o.oo 20.18 
:..2.20 'o-.96CO 2.43'15 0 .. 0000 o.oo 19.27 
12.30 4 .. 9aeo 2 .. <t395 o.uooo o.oo t~.4~ 
12.40 4. 9f,&O 2 .43',15 0.0000 o .. oo 17.97 
:..2.50 4.YtlbO 2.43'}5 0.0000 o.oo 17 .. 99 
12.tio 4.9:98(, 2.'<395 o.uuuv o.oo 1e.10 
l l. 70 4.9c!b0 2.4l?5 o.vouo o.oo 17 .. 57 
l2.t:l0 4.s·aco L.43',15 0.0000 o.oo 16.31 
ll.90 4.98CO 2.4395 0.0000 o.oo 15 .. 15 
13 .. 00 4 ,.9B60 z.-.,95 0.0000 o.oo 13.96 
.. ::..10 4.988(., 2.4395 0.0000 o.oo 11.60 
13 .. 20 4.98$0 2.4395 o .. vooo o.oo 11.20 
l3 .. 30 4.'tBl:iO 2 .. 4395 o.oooc, o .. oo '> .. 9S 
J3.4U 4 .9t60 2.4395 o.oooc:. o.oo 8 .'11 
L).50 4 .. c,seo 2 .. 4395 u .. oc.oo o.oo 7.58 
13.UO 4 .'Jl:iSO 2.4395 0.0000 o.oo 5.95 
13 .10 4 ,.91:180 2.4395 o.oovo o .. oo 4 .. )1 
12>.ao 4.'tseo 2.4395 U,.t.1000 o.oo 2.91 
l3.90 4 .9880 Z: .. 4395 0.0000 o.oo 1 .. 85 
14 .oo 4.9380 .?.43'15, o.oouo o.oo 1.12 
1 .... 10 .... <;~80 2 ... 395 0.0000 o.oo 0.65 
14 .20 4 ,.<,·S.30 2.43?5 0.0000 o.oo 0.37 
14.)0 4 .9f.lJO ,?.43"9'> 0.0000 o.oo 0.20 
14.40 4.'ilU60 z .... 395 U.UULO o .. oo O .11 
14.!,0 4.9860 2 .. 4395 O.CJOJ:O o .. oo 0 .. 06 
:..'" .tio 4.C,,880 1 ... 395 0.0000 o.oo 0.01 
1-'I. ·,o 4.9SBO 2.4395 o.uooo o.oo 0.01 
14.£!0 .... 9lHJO Z.4J95 o.oono o.oo 0 .. 01 
i-. .. YU 4.9880 2.4395 o.ovoo o.oo o.oo 
15.00 . 4 .91:iGU 2 .. <t3'J5 o.uuuu 0.00 o .. oo 
15.10 4.91:iGO 2.43',15 0.0{;00 o.oo o.oo 
1111::: OEPlH Uf WAlER ON IIATERSUEO: 2.4407 
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developed hydrograph 
IP< 0 .. ]000 QPCF5 4 1 fl'} .Ut.2~ OF'Hl"" 2.4q9q C3TP-::: 3 .6946. 
llMt SlNA(C itUNOFF RAJN lX( UNIT t!YO CUT tfYO 
0 .(JI) o.vooo 0.0000 o.ovoo o.oo o.oo 
0.10 O.Ol'JS 0.0000 0.0000 o.oo o.oo 
0.20 O.G3'J5 o.cooo 0.0000 o.oo o.oo 
0.30 r).05'J0 0.0000 0.0000 o.oo o.oo 
Ci.40 0.0790 (J.{;{J00 o.uouo o.oo o.oo 
v. 5u 0.09!l5 0,.(JUOO 0.0000 o.uo o.oo 
O.bU u.11eo O.f;C-00 O.CJOU-0 o.oo o.oo 
o. ·,o 0 .1300 O.t.000 0.0000 o.oo o.oo 
o.e,:., 0.157'> 0.0000 0.0000 o.oo o.oo 
V.90 0.1}75 0.0000 0.0000 o .. oo o.oo 
l.DO 0 .1 ~70 (J. (;(1(,0 o.uooo o.oo o.oo 
:. .lu 0.2)b5 0 .. (,000 0.0000 o.oo o.oo 
l.,£0 0.2365 0.0002 O.t'.JOl.P2 o.oo o.oo 
l.3CJ 0.2560 0.0010 c..oooe 33 .33 o.oo 
l.40 0 .2100 0.0025 0.0015 144. 83 o.oo 
1-!..0 0 .2955 0.0045 0.0021 1&9.0b o.oo 
l .b\J 0.3150 0.,(;J71 U.002b 159.72 o.oo 
1. 7c, U. 33SCI 0.0104 0.0032 lOb.30 o.oo 
1.80 o.J54S 0.0141 0.0037 60.85 o.oo 
1.90 0 .:;745 0.0184 o.c.0-.3 31.39 o.oo 
2.00 0. 3':140 O.UZ30 o.cv .. o 15.00 o.oo 
2.10 0.4135 o.02e1 0 .r.,051 6. 77 o.oo 
.z: • ..:.o O .433S 0.033fj 0.0057 2 .9) o.oo 
:.:!.30 0.4530 U.0391 O.UOS9 1.21 o.oo 
.2 • .-.0 0.4730 o. (J11b2 O.CIOt>~ 0.49 o .. oo 
2.50 0 .4925 O.C,529 O.UOb7 Q.19 0.01 
£.t.O 0.5120 0.0599 0.0011 0.07 0.06 
2.10 0 .5320 0.0615 0.0070 0.03 o.~1 
l.80 u.5515 o.U7~3 v.00-,1 0.01 0.48 
2.90 O .5715 o.c.335 o.ooe3 o.oo 0.93 
3.00 o. )',110 0.0919 0.0084 o.oo 1.23 
~.10 V .t.105 0. 100 5 O.OU87 o.oo 1.65 
J.20 O.t.JV5 0.1U97 o.uos,2 o.oo 2.06 
3.30 O.b)QO O. llb9 0.00'12 o .. oo 2 .47 
3.40 0.07.JO 0.1286 U.0097 o.oo 2.116 
:i.Sv O.Ol.!95 V.1383 O.(J097 o.oo 3 .. 23 
3.bO 0.7090 0.1403 0.0100 o.oo 3.59 
3.70 0.12~,o 0.1587 0.0104 o.oo 3 .. 94 
3.8,) ,) • 7485 O. lb92 0.0104 o.oo 4.27 
3.90 0. 7bb5 0.1601 0.010? o.oo 4.59 
4,.(;0 0.7600 0 ... S,Qy 0 .. 0108 o.oo 4 .. 87 
4.10 0. 79.:,0 0 .. 1943 O.U034 o.oo 5 .. 16 
.... ,o 0.80b0 (;.lOll 0.00b8 o.oo 5.44 
4.3Cs O • b4bC o.£255 0.0244 o.oo 5.71 
4.40 O.li7fU 0.2434 0.01 ·19 o .. oo 5.95 
... so 0.90h0 0.2t>l7 0.0183 o .. oo 6.18 
'tobO 0 .'92b0 0 .. 2129 I., .011..: o .. oo 6.42 
4.70 o.944V U.2842 0.0113 o.oo 6.65 
.... so o .c,,oao 0.2995 0.0153 11.00 6.87 
.... 90 0.9'1!!0 0.3190 0.0194 o.oo ..... 07 
).00 1.0260 o.3381 0.019~ o.oo 7.2b 
5.10 1.0 .... 00 0 .. 3507 0.0120 o .. oo 7 .45 
5 • .:!u l. 0700 0.3-110 li.UlOJ o.oo 7.64 
!>.30 1.1000 o.3915 0.020b o .. oo 7.83 
5.40 1.1420 o.-.lob o.u2so o.oo 7.70 
5.50 1.1000 0.4335, 0.0169 o.oo 6,.8<; 
!>.t>O l .21Jtl0 0.4b34o o.uJoo o.oo 6 .. 61 
5.70 ! .2320 o ... fl08 0 .. 0173 et.oo Pl.46 
5.eo 1.2680 u.~01u U.O,li,3 o.oo 10.63 
).90 1.2960 o.~292 o.u221 o.oo 11.92 
b.00 1. 31ot>C. o. !>h5J o.c.,5-',) o.oo 11. 78 
e..1(1 1.3300 0.59b? 0.0316 o.oo 11.os 
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6.2!) l .44&0 O.l>430 U.(14bl O.'lO 10.87 
b • .30 l.5(Jb{J U.bB'J7 (l.(;46iJ o.oo 11.53 
b.40 l .t,LOO o. -,ss2 o.u•;:>-. c.,.oo !2.36 
o.so 1.oueio 0.':13£4 0.)4-13 o.oo 12. '50 
t..bO 2. 10!:!0 l.lBbb 0.2542 o.oo Jl.8-" 
0.10 3.0660 2.0467 O.floOl o.oo 13.78 
b.b(, 3.".l,UbU 2 .. 2b88 0.2222 o.oo 14.!Jb 
l..90 3.84flC.1 2 • .,-753 u.s ... os 0 .oo 1o;."i1 
7.00 :; • rJ'JBO 2.•:1173 0.142.ll o.oo tt..4Go 
7.10 4.01:SO 3.{1021 0.01;54 o.oo tb.eJ 
·,.:.::u 4 .16~,U 3.1.i7b9 O.t,74.£ o.oo 17.Jb 
·,. 30 4.2)20 3. J)9'f 0.002~ o.oo J7.e4 
7,.40 4,2'12U J.l'J70 0.0512 o .. oo 1'1.60 
7.~u '•-3..,,vU 3.2423 o.•j458 o.oo 22 .oo 
7.60 4 .36CO ),;288b U.C,45'1 o.oo 25.lS 
7.70 l+.4480 3.3460 o.os,,. o.oo 30 .11 
7.ao ...... P.40 3.3l>Olo 0.0345 o.oo 42.57 
7.'10 4 .5140 3 .. 4092 0.021J7 0.1}0 65-lb 
s.oo 4,.SbtlU 3.460q 0.0517 o.oo 122.44 
8.1(, ..... 59!H.i 3.4fl97 0.(i.(t:18 o.oo 2l<J.92 
a.:.::o ... bl80 3.5184 O.OZ88 o.oo 278.77 
ti.;o 4 .b560 3.S412. o.u2se o.oo 29R.31 
8.4(; 4.6880 3.57b0 O.U2&G o.oo 26,.54 
0..50 .i..7180 3.,b04':i V.0288 o.oo 209.95 
8.bO 4. 74b0 3.6337 O.<l2fl8 o.oo l 51 .. '51 
a.10 4.7720 3 .. 656e O.U231 o.oo 107.05 
a.so 4 .ti020 3.6656 0.0266 0 .. (,0 77.52 
8.9\J 4.6380 3 .. 7Z02 o.oJ .... o o.oo 58.80 
9.00 4.Bbfll 3.7491 O.O.(:t:19 o.oo 47.92 
9.10 ... aaoo 3. "/6b4 0.0173 o.oo 42.32 
9.20 4afl960 3. ·,1ao 0 .. o l lb o.oo 37.bO 
9.30 4.9280 3.1:1069 o.V.?:t.'I o.oo 33.50 
9.40 4. 'J400 :; .. E-165 0.(;llb o.oo 31.t.7 
9.50 4.9520 3.U300 0.0110 o.oo 2'9.70 
'l.bO 't.96<oCt 3.8416 o.Ollb a.co 27.25 
9.70 4.9760 3.6532 O.Ollb o.oo 25.07 
'l.80 4.'lt:160 3,.6b47 C,.Ollb o .. oo 13 .57 
9.',10 4,.986U 3. :3647 u.vuoo o.oo 22 .6! 
10.00 4 .9660 3.6641 u.vooo o.oo 22.00 
lV.10 4.968G 3. Bb41 0.0000 o.oo 21.17 
10.2.) 4.9880 3.f!b47 O.l!OOO o.oo 7.J .04 
10.30 4.9330 3.8647 0.0000 o.llo 21. 7ff 
l0.40 4.9860 3.bb47 O.UOGO o.on 21.8q 
lU.50 4.988(, 3. 86<o7 u.uouo o .. oo 20.0o!J 
10.00 4.96fl0 3.~b47 o.oouo o.oo 17.bO 
).0.70 4.9tiSO 3. 8b4 7 0.0000 o.oo 16.35 
l o.l.t!O 4.'J880 ~.eb<o7 O.t,QCO o.oo 14.85 
10.90 4 .9060 3.8b'o? 0.0000 o.oo 12.95 
11.00 4.9S80 3.(1047 O.UOC,(J o.oo 11 .27 
11.10 4.9880 J. e647 (J.C,(J{JQ o.oo 10 .11 
11.zo 4 .981.SO 3.66 .. 7 o.cooo o.oo 8.99 
li..30 4.9830 3.Cb47 0.0000 o.oo b.95 
11 ... 0 4.9e5o 3. t:!b .. 1 o.OOLO o.oo 4.59 
11.~o 4.9UBO J.Eb47 0.0000 o.oo 2.66 
11.00 4 .9860 3.U647 0.0000 o.oo l .40 
lt.7U 4.986G J.6647 o.uuc,u o .. oo 0.68 
11.&0 4.96SO J. bc,41 o.ooov o.oo o.Jt 
11.90 4.9880 3.8t>47 o.uooo o.oo 0.14 
1£.00 ,. • ..,eeo 3.8647 u.tiooo o.oo o.o~ 
1~.10 4 .',1881) J.!·t,47 o.onoo o.oo 0.02 
1.l. .:t..:i 4 .988U 3.0647 o.o(,oo o.oo 0.01 
1 z.Jo It .'IBUO j. f.b .. 1 0.0000 c.oo o.oo 
1.L..40 't .9HSO 3. (:t,'i,7 o.oouu o.oo o.oo 
12.50 'o .',1680 :,. l,6'o7 {1.t;OCU (•.00 o.oo 
TUE- Ul:PlH OF WAlEK o, W'AlERStll:D= 3.tlc,<:tZ 
66 
STAGE AREA CAPACITY COST 
o.oo o.oo o.oo ~.oo 
2.00 ·o.13 0.13 l?S0.00 
4.0CJ 0.64 0.'10 <)6l~q.')5 
6.t.:to I.JS 2.ao 2021q.95 6.oo 2.24 6.3? 33659.93 
l (, .oo 3.14 11. 77 47099.92 
12 .oo 4.04 18 .95 60599.93 
lLt.00 4.94, 2"1. ?3 7409'J.08 
16.00 5 .o-4 38.64 8'·5]9.94 
l B.00 6.13 50.40 ?l?lq.91 
20.00 6.62 63.15 9929?.69 
1.2.00 6 .65 76.b5 102779. 70 
2't .oo 7.08 90.59 ]0625'). 70 
26.00 7.76 105 .01 I l 63·J!l. 50 
2&.0U o.ua 121.67 l:IJl'lA.30 
Jo._ov 10.00 140.5':i l',9993.00 
32.00 11.60 102.01 173?% .80 
34.0(J 13 .20 106.BO ] ?791Jf.. ~(I 
36.00 14 .60 21 .... t .. 80 2219?6.10 
THE MAXli"i.JH STA~C FOR l Plf'I:. f SI OF Dlt.METER 1.5000 FT IS 11 .6b FT 
Tri!; FOLL0,1l"IG, IS ThE ST ,,c=-01:;ct1.t.~CE. Ct..:?..VE J!OR. I PIPES OF DIAMETER 1.50 
~ l /,t.,:;: 0 .(;O e,.20 0.40 0.6(} a.so 1.00 1.20 1.40 1.60 1. ~o 
-
---~-~---~--~------~------~-~~~--~~~~--~-~ {J. co Cl:.CH (J .GO 1. to 5.09 9.34 13.53 15.13 lb. ':.>7 17.90 1 q .13 20.2~ 2. c.,, r,1 sen 21.~9 2;: .43 22.75 23.07 23. 38 23.b9 23.S9 24 .29 24.59 Z4.CO 
-. • Uo c.::.cr1 25. 17 2 ~ ... C) 25.74 2t>.02 2t:..:.?9 20,57 zn.::i .. 21.11 27.37 21.0 .. 6 • .'.)() (!l :.~,1 2 "J. '10 2 [l. lo 28.41 ZR .b7 za .<,12 29 .1 7 2') • .. 1 29.b& Z'l. ':10 :;o. 1-. c..:,;,, ;;:,; :,,:., 30.Z,'.) ~v.t>2 30.i<ti. 31 .0'1 31. ::.2 31. 55 3l.7u 32 .·! I :~2.2;, 32 ... .:. ill .l•v c, ~ ~.:rl ::,2 .63 ~2. '1,j 33 -12 33.:!4 3:-; -~5 33. 77 33. '}[. 34. l" ;.:. . .:.] 3 ... bl l ;_. UV i.il:.Ch 34. !;~ 3:,.C,.3 35.2.;. 35.44 35.oS 35.55 3t>.v:, )f..25 Jt, • .;.j :ic..c.~ 14. C,l, u; $(H }6.[: .. )7 .C,4 37.23 37.43 37.62 37. e 1 38.00 )fi. 19 38.!5 3e. ::>7 :.c..uu DI ~,:ii JC, ·,o 3e • .,,. 39-13 39.32 39.SO 3'1.60 39. b6 40.0 5 40. 23 4-,) • ..:.1 :;.o • .JO Ul ::en "1'0.5J 40 •. lo 40 .')~. ·i.1.12 4 l .2 9 41.47 4\.64 41 • 31 41.99 .. ;: • l,:, ;::1.,. Ju ::-1:,C.n .;.z. 3:, 
.. 2.'.ili 42.f,1 42.84 43.01 43 .1 B 43. ::,., 43.Sl 43.6b 
-.:...::1 .. 
'l 2. ;.,(, <:J ::.:11 ._., .vl ..... 17 4:,. -~.:,. .. ,,.-;o 41,.l,t, 44.82 .:.;. -13 ....... 14 4':i.JO oO'> • ..:.b 2 ... vu l.i.:.1 ... i 4::1.t,2 .:, 5. lb ... ., . ~.; 46.10 46 .2 '.> 46.41 4<:.. 57 46 • 72 46.BE .. ";.c.,3 2o • .;:,rJ r,: :..er. 47.13 4 7 .34- 't7 .49 4""1.b4 4·1.19 47.94 .. e.o~ 48.:?5 4fl • .:.o .:.e.:; .. 20.l/U UA!.,Ch 41:! .t>~ .. c. i:'1 "it! .99 4q.14 .. 9.23 49.43 49.Se 49.72 49.~7 ~0.0 ~ 
~0.0.J t"il '.,(H :,0. l 6 5() .30 50.45 50. 5? ~0.73 :.o.e1 51 .U2 51 • t 6 51.3 0 'j 1 • .:..:. 3.{.·"''-' Wl '..C rl s1.sa :, 1. 74 51.96 '52.00 52 .14 52.28 52 • .:.2 52.55 ~2.69 52.Dl )4.UV ~l :;.en 5~.'-n !.-3. IV 53.24 53.:31 53. :> 1 53.65 53. 7U 53 .91 54.05 5 ... 15 36.00 01 ~::h ~ ... 32 54 ... ~ a, 
Th!; CL!".,1~ re:,. l ~l~ES Of O]AMff~~ 1.5000 lS • t.6160.15 
..., 
TrlE f(.;L;,.C.,iiN..:. :..:isCHAi-.,-,t: •tvor.CGr'",Af-H 15. fl)R I PIPE{SlSl OF OlAMt. TF.R 1.5000 FT 
1 I 1-'.L i..· .r.;o 0. lU 0.20 0.10 O • .;,o o.so O.bO o. 70 o.E-c. o. <;,{i 
-----~~----~~---~-----~-~-----~--~--~--~--------~------~-~----~-~~--~~-------~-~~~--~--~--~-~-o.vo Lil :..CH O.t;O o.uo o.oo o .'ln o.oo o.oo o.uv o.n:1 o.oo 0.,:10 1. V,J ltl ~,:t, CJ.VO o.O.J u.oo a.co c,.c,o a.co o.oo o.c.o a.no o.oo 2.v.:. ••• ~,: t1 u.vo v.vv o.oo o.oo o. ,,o o.oo u.uo o.oz c,.01-. 0.lJ J.S:·V l'l :.c!-i o. ::4 0.3'>' O.Sl 0.1R 1. l,2 1.27 l. ')4 l - fl 2.05 :: • .30 4.v:., VI =.:.H 2. ') ... 2. t;2 3 .0:1 J.'.'5 ) • l, l 3.87 ... l:; 4 • ., 8 4.b3 
... I;;~-
5 .oo 0:i S(n :, .13 :, ... 1 s. ,,e 5.94 boll 6.31 6.37 b."-?. ,., ... ,o ·,. 4i, 
t...v0 {J!:..(.t, ~ .u l 1:1 ..... ij• "/I, '}.01 •) .... ) ?. lfl 10.12 1(1. ~ (\ lo. •JO:, 11 ...... 
7.C-v Vi ~\..rl I l • 'J':.> 1:::.:..:, l). l,<; 11.',,4 1).77 14.GR 14 ... ",l 1 ... • 0'1 1 S. <,\.) 17 .;.;2 
~.c.u i:.•l ~(.., 1'1.;0 ~2-~ 1 23.es 25.06 2r:>.07 ::o .a 1 27. 2 'I 27.f..0 27.79 2 "I. -)l 
'lo C,i.., r,1 :.cr1 l t". •,a LU.OL ze.ot, 2tt.Oe 2J,0•) 28 .10 28. iO ZP.(•? 2f•. Of> 2:!.V7 
lV.VV Ul ~l.ft 21::.U'.> 2~ .u .. 2 e. r:,z 2u.co z-, .?a 27 .90 27 • .., .. 21.qo 21. e 1 .::1. 63 
1 l • 0(! Ul :.C:11 27. "/:.! 2 ·,. "/J 27 .t.R 27 .t.2 27. '..,t; 27 .... 9 2·,. -.1 27.~3 27.25 ~·I.lb 
i.2.:..u l.11'..C:t, l7.l,d Zt... .'l'I 21,.41 zn .!12 'l,,. ·,3 21.>.6'9 :,o.~5 '16.46 ?&. • 37 ; t,. :,o 
1~.1.,v ~: ::.c.1 2l •I:, .lu. i.,'I 26 .oo ?'i ... ;) :!:>.ti() :,:~. 70 2'>. t. l i-s.~1 2""1 • .:.J :·, .~o 
11,,;:,:; (. J :.,l II 1.:.. •• :,·, ;: !.t. u·, 2 '•. fjl) t'i,. IJJ ;;u •• . , ; ::: ... t,i, ... ',. 24. ,,4 2.t.. J:: L ... ..:: ~ ..... :., ",) l ~. ,:;.; [,l'.,;:tl ,?4. ;,> 2.j. 'ib 2'.l,tli, 2 ). 7'. 2 J. t. l 23 .',<;, 2] • .!f> 23.23 2~.1c. 2;:.?b 
lo. VO Dl S.Ct1 22.tJ ;, «: .o·, 22.SS 2?.. )'. 21. u·, ;: l ·'· l 2c..~2 2,:-.4;1 19 • '12 l ~.41 1 7. Ci':. :.ii ~{.ti l Id. fl,, 1c.J .. 17.t!I') 17.2' lb .;..7 lb.Ot> 1 S ... 6 14. f '5 1.r..2c 13. ~ti 
·~ • .:..v [.,J !.Ct1 12 .(JU l l, .6 7 Q.42 t!.?) 7.19 6.28 ~ ... ,1 
"'·"" 
4.?) ~.87 
l '"t .c.c, UI~CH J. ... o :,.c.'I 2.7t, 2.47 l .L l l. '<10 l • .,6 
Tr1c P(l.i<. FCk PIPE Dl~'l(Tl:ll 1.svuo fl lS 20 .10 CFS 
, 1,( PlPI: Lt.NClH 
" 
1 .. 1.~9 FloWllri A DAM HEIG~IT 16 0 #,t, FT 
THE ~AXIMU~ STAGE FOR 2 PI?EIS) O~ DIAMETER 1.5000 FT IS 10.Rl FT 
THE FOLLOlollNC: 1 S THE STAGE-OISCHARGE CWRVE fOR 
' 
PIPES OF OJjMETER 1.so 
ST;.G,E o.oo 0.20 0 .40 o.oo o.so 1.00 1.20 1.40 l.60 l.PO 
~----------~-~----------~-~--~~--~------------------~~--~--~------~~-----~----~---~----~--~~---~~~ 
e,.cv r,J SC 1"i a.JO 3.60 10 .1 7 1s.6q 27.06 30.25 33.14 35.SO !'8.27 40.~9 
2. or, t•TSCH 42 .·,a '4~.8(> 45.50 46.14 46.76 47.37 47 .9B 4e.o;8 1,q .1 7 :_<;.76 
4ol/U Oi:SCH 50.34 50 .91 51.48 ~2.04 52.59 53 .14 5~.68 54.22 54.75 55.?.7 
6 0 Ou Vi SCH s~ .. i;o 56.31 5,., .n2 57 e33 57 .P.3 58 .33 58 .83 5Q.:>,2 5 q .110 60.29 
B. 00 Ol S(h bl.I• 7b 61.24 bl• 71 62 ,.JS 62.64 63 .10 63.56 64.0l 64.46 64.91 
lC.. GC DI SCH 65.36 65.dO 66.24 66.67 67.11 67.54 67.96 6P..39 6P efll 69.23 
1;:: c 00 Ul SCH 6Q.65 70.06 10.41 70.fl8 71.29 11.10 12.10 72.50 17 .90 1:,.19 
14.00 DI SCH 73 .17,9 1 ... oi; 74.47 7,..1'16 75.24 75 .o3 16.0l 76.?9 76.77 77.14 
;,t,.l .. O ur .:.c.i 77,.!;2 77 .c-9 7ij .26 78.63 79.00 79.36 7q,.73 60.09 ?.0.45 flO.l-ll 
10 .. co o; sen 81 .11 81.52 81 .. flB 82 .23 B2,.5R flZ .Q3 R1,.28 83.03 fl.3 .97 84.32 
iO.UO 01 SCH R4 .1>6 35 .uo 85.34 SS .6P. 86.02 80 .35 ao.69 87.02 37,.35 f7 ,.,-.q 
22 • co 01 SCH 81'.0l Bft.34 88 .01 89.00 89.32 9q .~4 A9.97 90.29 90.61 qc,.~3 
.Z-4 .. 00 01 SCH 91 .25 9l .5b 91 .sa 92.19 92.51 9? .R2 QJ.13 9?,.44 93,.75 94,.0b 
.::e.oc. Ol SCH 94.'.:17 94.67 9-4.9f\ 95 .2e 95 .59 95 .69 Qb.,19 9t,.-49 q~. 79 97.0Q 
211. (..V c.I SC..t 97 .?9 97,.6R 97 .96 9!:1.27 9fl.57 9fl.P.6 99.15 9q.45 99.,74 100.c,3 
°' ::o.oo Ol~CH 100.:-2 100 .. t:.O 100 .fl9 101.lfl 101.46 101. 75 102.03 102.32 102.60 l 02 • fl P. 
"' :?t.QO D.I SC~ 10).lb 103.44 10) • "(2 104.00 104.28 104 .~6 104.,83 105.Jl 105.38 105.t-6 
3-4.,.00 DI SCH 105.•,3 106.?l 106 .48 106. 75 101.02 107 .29 107.56 107,.83 108.lO lOfl,.36 
36.00 DISCH lOfl .t..3 lOR.90 
THf COST~ i!OR z PIPES OF OJA/1',ETeR 1 .. 5000 IS • 6'546FI.05 
Ti-It: 1-=GLLOWING OISCHARGf. HYDR.OGFIA~H IS FOR 2 PIPefS)S) CF 01 lo.MF.TE'R 1 .~ooo FT 
TI~E o.r.o 0.10 0.20 o.30 0 ·"0 0 .so o.oo 0.10 o.eo o.c.o 
--~----------~----------~----------~~------~--------~----------~---------------~-----~----~--~~~~~--~~-
.:- .. oc, I.JI SCH o.co o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0 .oo o.oo ci.oo 0.00 o.oo 
1.cv C,lSCH c,.oo c, .uo o .oo 0 .oo o.oo o.oo o.oo c.cio o .. oo o.r.o 
2.GO O! SCH u.vo er.co o.oo o.oo c .. uo 0 .oo 0.01 o.o-4 0.11 l' • 24 
3. r;c;. GI SCH O ·"2 o.t,o 0.94 l .75 1 .... e l .~2 2.21 2.62 z.<:i1 ?.::-1 
.1o.oo OJ SCH 3.b3 ::-. • (o,J 4 .1~ 4.47 4,. 7'9 5 .01 5 .21 5 .5 2 ':,. ·,1 t .o 1 
s.vu DJ SCI-I 6.Z4 I, .47 6.t.B 6.90 1.01 1.11 7.04 1.1s 7.63 F.,36 
t.,.C,Ci 01 SCH 't,.C.,7 Q .54 9 .113 10.11 10.':.4 10 .Q9 11.39 11 ·" 'S 17.44 l ;1.10 
7.0C OI SCH l ?-.CO 1-4 ,.48 15 .c,s 1, .65 16. :i.e l"T ·"' I!' .91 20.93 24 .41 2~.55 n.uo QI SCH 3?.51 41.17 46.34 4 fl ,.fll so.n2 52 .24 53.14 53.6'5 53 .P.~ 5:1.09 
<;.:JO OlSC.H S l .9 8 53 .... 2 53.'14 53. 72 53."'8 53 .43 53.76 53.0l' ~2 .AB "i2,.eFI 
1 v.nv DI SC11 52 .46 S2.24 52 .oz ,1.1q 51.57 51 .:,3 51.0b 5(1,.fl l 50.53 so.2, 
11. vu Qt SCH 4c;.91 4q.57 49 .11 4H •f\4 48.44 4P,.Ol 47.54 '-7.0t. 4b.5'5 .(,f..03 1,, C,(i t,I ~CH 4 !, ... ti 4-\ .~2 43.1'? 41.23 ,,.zo ,1.0, !4,"8 ,z.,, 30 .10 21.,., 
.3.0C OJSC.11 21.41 17.36 13.23 10.10 3.t'l'7 t.i.44 ,.14 4.11 ,.,~ 2,.48 
1o1o.oo DISCH 1.90 l .45 1 .11 o.&!5 o.65 0.50 o.,s 0.29 0.23 0.17 
THE PEAK FOR PIPE OIAMElER t.!.000 FT IS 53.,99 CFS 
THE ~IPE LCNGTI-I JS 13~.7~ FT.WITH A DAM HEIGHT 15.81 FT 
THE M~~l~U~ STAGE FOR 2 ?JPE(Sl OF OlAMETER 8 .0000 FT IS 13.24 FT 
THE FCLLCWING IS THE SlAGE-OlSCHARGE CURVE FOR 2 PIPES OF OlAMFTER s.oo 
ST.t..GE 0 .co 0.20 0.40 0 .60 0 .PO l .oo 1.20 1.40 l.60 ?.fO 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
o.uo u1 s:n 0 .c.o 1~.29 .ft3 .23 7~.43 122.29 170 .90 224.65 283.0Q 34~.67 412.71 
2.oc, DI 5CH "~ :' .3 7 !51 .66 635.41 116.47 H00.11 {1.8!'. .02 Q77.~2 1007 .60 lC\36 .. 81 lOA~ .. 22 
J..,.C,Q DJ sc•1 1G9?.t9 1119.88 1146 .24 1112.00 1197 .. 21 1221.!"9 1246.09 l269.A3 1203.13 1316.(•2 
6.00 OT S:..H 133<· .,52 l ;1;.0.6'· 1:332.41 l403.A5 1424.•Uio 1445 • 76 1466.27 1486.50 1 '50t, .45 l,; 26 .. 1 "i 
;:.. C.:.i DI ~C11 l':!4?.~9 l~t> ... 79 l!J83.76 1602 .so lt:21.03 1639.34 lt-.51,.46 lt.75.3~ 16'73.10 1110.t,5 
10,0,J C 1 SCH 112L••Q2 174~.21 l"/62 .. 24 l )7'11.10 17'95., 1'1 lfl12.;.6 li,;??.76 1e4S.O? l~6I .. :3 lf'.77.l!. 
J 2 .,(;0 en SCH 11<92 .. 9~ 1 c,;oe .66 l '724 .24 1939 .. 70 l<t55.0J l 970 ·2" 1cia5.34 2000.33 ?01~.zo 2020.~e 
lt..C,C, Di~CH 2V44 .b2 2059 .. 17 2073 .62 20A7.Q7 2102.?.3 2116."38 21?"0.44 2144'.42 2 J 5f, .:'.Q t.'172.0Q 
l 6. c,c, DI SCl'i 218~.79 2194.41 2212.94 2226 .. 40 2239.77 2253 .. 06 226f..27 227Q.41 2?0:? .. 4~ 230'i.46 
: e .. co 01 SCH 2~10 .. ~d 2331 .. 22 2344.00 2356.70 2369 .. 34 23fll .91 2394.41 2406.eS 2419 .. 23 2431.~4 
,o.c.u DI SC !-I 2443~1Q 2455.'18 2468.,10 2480 .. 17 2492.18 2504 .t4 2510.03 2521.fl7 2~39 .66 2551.3,; 
;,:; .. oo Cl SCH 2~6).07 2;-, .... 69 2586.26 2!>97. 78 2609.25 2620 .67 2632.04 2643.,36 2b"4.63 2"'6,;.':6 
24.UO DI ~CH 2677 .U4 2680 .. 17 2699 .. 25 2710 .29 2721.7.9 2732 .24 2743 .. l.5 2754.0l 27f.4.B3 277~.61 
::-~ .. (;Q Di SCH 2'1f.l6.~5 2797 .. o,, 2607.70 2Al!l .. 31 2r-2n .fl9 2f:.39 .42 2649.92 28fi0,.31:J 2870.,P.O 2:>.P. l. l fl 
.t: 6 • C,O DiSCr-; 2fl9 l .:,3 2901 .. 84 2c,,12.11 2922 .34 2C,,32 .54 2942.71 2952.,::12 21"1ti0 .. 24 2<16F .15 2~, ...... 03 °' ;o.co DI SCH 2983.89 2991.13 2999.56 3007 .36 3015.14 302:.'. .,90 3030 .64 30::!S.~6 304ti .oo 31:-,5: .• 74 
"' 32~00 OI SCH 306J .,41 3069.05 3076.68 301!4.28 309l .R7 3099.44 3106.99 3114.52 3122.04 3l2Q.53 
34.00 OISCH ;11:,1.01 3144.47 3151.91 3159.34 3166.,75 3174.14 3181.51 31.8El.86 31C>6.20 3203.~~ 
Jt,.OC, DI SCH 3210.&3 3218.12 
THi; CCSTS FO~ 2 PIPES OF DlA~~TER ~.or.oo IS • 218001.30 
THt: t'Cli..LO',o'lN~ DI~CHAqGE HYOROGR.AF>H JS FOR 2 PIPEIS)SI OF OIAHETER a.0000 FT 
1 I Ml c.c.o 0.10 0 .20 0 .30 0.40 0 .. 50 o.oo 0 • 70 o.fiO 0.90 
----------~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
o.co DIStH 0 .c.o o.vo 0 .oo 0 .oo o.oo o.oo (l.('10 o.oo o.oo o .. c.r, 
1. c,c, t,J SCH ti .. {JQ o.oo o .. oo o.oo Ci.OD o.oo o.co o .. oo O.C·C' r .. ( c 
2.oc, i,J ~CH 0 .00 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.01 0.02 0.01 o .. t 5 
3.,UO C· t SC '"I (., ., ll 0 .44 o.b5 0 .1:111 1.14 1.41 1. 70 1.99 2' .:io Z .. bCI 
4.,00 DI SC '"I 2 .01 3 .21 3 .st ,.so 4.,09 lo .38 4 .. 65 -4.~2 "i .19 ~.44 
s.oo DISCH 5 .69 ).93 6.16 6.39 fi .5fl 6.hA 6.69 b.R2 ,.21 7.79 
t..Oo DI SCH I\ .~e 11.~1 q .12 C>.42 Q., 19 10.11 1 0 .!'i 3 10.q3 11 .4-2 l l .Q6 
1.00 OT SCH 12 .. ~s l3.l4 13 .e9 11o.24 14 .flfl lb .04 17 .QO 20.37 24.)3 31 .. ~ 1 
e .oo Col SCH 47 .... 2 8~.C,O 142.19 )91.1!4 23J .a1 234.Q2 213.09 l 110.12: 147.16 1 lt> .~q 
Q.,(,C, DI !)CH 90.1.o 1 1'1 .12 b 7 .4'4 '57 .92 50.36 
"'" ·"9 40.,37 3t,.,Ql 33.fo~ 31.:'5 l (,. (,(., OJ SC 11 z,_ .l.a 27 .l'b 25.76 24 • 71 z,, .01 23 .211 22 .2:0 20 .. 93 JQ.t,] lf' .24 
l l .. CO 01 !;CH 16.75 1 l:i • 28 14 .46 13.53 12 .41 11 .1, 
'·"" 
I" .!'UI 'T.42 b.~q 
12.00 OISC H ~ .48 4. ·,o 4.03 3.45 z.,q6 2 .. 53 2.1 T 1.116 1.~9 1 .. ~ c., 
J 3.UU DISCH J .17 i .oo 0.{11, 0.13 o.o3 o.,54 0.46 o.3Q O,.J4 0.29 
14 .. C,Q OI SC 1--1 c .2s 0 .21 0.16 0.10 0.13 0 .11 0.10 o.oe l').07 o.ob 
THE PfAK FCR PIPE Ot•MFTER 1!.0000 FT JS 214 .92 CFS 
THE PIPE L~NGTH TS 152.t~ FT,WlTH A DAM HEIGHT t 8.24 FT 
lhE HAXl/'IUH !;TA.GE FOR 1 PlPEl~I OF OIAMFTFR e.0000 FT IS 13.72 FT 
lril: fOLLU~l~G 1~ TriE STAC.E-OlSCHAKGE CURVE FOR 1 PIPES OF OIAHETER a.oo 
~TAC.I: o.vo C • .£(J 0.40 0.60 o.eo 1.00 1.20 1.40 1.60 1.eo 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
o.oo (Jj :;CH Cl.VO 7 .o .. 21-62 39. 71 61 .14 85.45 112.33 l .. l.55 172.94 l\Jh. :,o 
2 .. 00 DI~(t1 241.69 2'70.b3, 317.71 '.;!'iS.24 400.36 444.0l 4118. 76 501..!:0 5Jf!.41 :i .;.; .ol 
4.{;U til~C.H 546 .... 5 55',1.94 573.12 586.00 59C .bO 610.95 623.U5 634.91 646.57 o:;.f..01 
b. 00 [ll SCH ti69.;a, t.tl0.32 691 .21 701.'92 712-48 122.sa 733.14 743.25 75,).23 10~.u1 
u.oc. Ol~Ch 772.79 ?1.;2.3'1 791.88 EOI .. 25 610-51 tl l ',1.6 7 828 .. 73 837.t.9 B46.~5 855.33 
lV. CJO 01!,lH 1::0 ... v1 oJ-,i.til ea 1. 12 089.55 c,,-, .,;.o 906.l/J 914.38 922 .. 51 930.~7 93u.~:, 
1£ .oc Lil !.C.ti -,40 ... 1 ..,~4 .. 3'J <JbL .. 12' 90'9 .. 85 977.51 985.12 9'}2.67 1000.1 n 1C07.60 H.11 ... ':16 
1-.. (.,(, D! ~(.1~ lC.,22.31 10:!'-'-~" 1036.01 1043.99 1051.11 1058.19 1065.2l 107?. .. ?l 1079.15 l Ullo. Q.:,. 
l<> • uV Ul !>C.H 1(192,.<;C !v-1'11 .. 10 1106.47 1113.20 111'1 .. ~8 ll2b.53 1133.14 llJQ .. 71 1146.Z•• l l!)..!."/3 
1e.oc 01 ~(r1 115'1.)9 116S.b~ 1112.00 1178.:31 1184.67 ll'i0.'95 1197.:.'.l 12:03,.43 l20Q.6.l l..!l~-77 
LO.GQ Dl!:.C.h l it:l.l.'i 1227 .'i'I l'l34.05 1240.01.} 124b.Ci9 1252 .. 07 1258.02 1263.94 1269.83 12/5 .. 09 
22. (,C, (ii SCH l2Ul,,!J3 12ll7.~ .. 1293.13 129P.Fl9 ]304.63 1310.33 1316.02 1321 .68 1327.32 1332.93 
.:'. ... oo Ol!:.C•i l 3:iil .. ~2 13144.CIS 1349.61 13~5-15 1360.04 1366.12 1371.57 1377.00 l3f>2,.',l 13B7.co 
.:'.t, .{,(I 01 ~Cti 13"3.17 l3Yt, .. ~2 l403.A5 140q.Jti l4l"t.44 1419.71 1424.9'0 1.:.10.!9 1435.40 1-..:.0.~9 
;i:a .v;,; i..l ~Crl 1 .. 45.70 1 .. ~v • ..,.! 1456.05 1461.l"I 1'400.27 1471.35 l47t,.16 1480.12 1464.07 l<ioc.lH.Vl 
~u. o;, Ol~Cn l4'ill ."J5 J-.95,.67 1499 .. 78 1503.68 1507.57 1511.45 15-1!:>.3.2 1519.t, 152'.;).03 l5l0.&7 
32.GG (11.S.Crl 1530 .. 70 15~4-53 l!i36 .. 34 1542.14 1545.94 1549 .. 72 155'3.~0 1557 .26 1561.0l l5b .... 77 .... 
34.0U OISC.H l!>be .. so l~'i'L.24 l57S.9b 1579.,67 1563.37 15&7 .01 1590.75 15~4.43 1598.,JO 1001.·,b 0 
30.00 Ol~CH 1005.42 lb09.04 
111E tU~T!:. FOM. I PIPES. CF OlAMETE~ e.0000 IS • 149t>84 .. 00 
THE FOLL(;WlNG OlSCH.\RGE HVGKOGkAPH IS FOR 1 PtPF.IS>S) OF DIAMETER 8.0000 FT 
Tll'ti: o.co 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 a.so 0 .. 60 o. 70 a.so o.•,o 
-------------- --------------------------------------------------
o.uo 1,1 !.Ct"i U.(..0 o.c.o o.oc, o.oo o.oo u.oo o. uu o.oo a.cu O.l.lu 
l .<,O !;15.Cti o.vo o.uu o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o. (,(\ o.r,o 11 .. vu 
l.1'..0 Ctl s.i:.r1 u.oo o.uu o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o .. nt 0.04 o. ue 
3.00 UJ~CH 0 .15 ,:,.~:) 0.37 0.51 0.67 o.si; 1 .. 04 1 .24 1.45 1.05 
4.Vv Dl!.'-H l.'>'0 ~.13 2. ~7 2.01 2 .. 1is 3.0? 3.33 3.5b 3,.r,Q .... o.:. 
':> .. VV [;I ~(.ti ... ;;:1 4.SU 4.73 4.9'> 5 .16 !:.32 5.42 "i .. "ifl '5.f:8 ti.2b 
ti.UV Ll ~en b.'10 -, .u~ 7.34 7.b) 6.18 8.73 q.24 "l.71 10.36 1.:.i .'i~ 
7.C,(, Ul ~Ctl 11.t."" l~ • .:<:" 12.90 11 .. 49 14.17 lS.03 16. t S 17 ,,t,,q 20.15 i!>.2.£ 
ti.UC.I (Jl !,(.,1 Jt..27 bl.l.07 y9.9 .. l-42 .. ,z l7b.'.lt) )'12.b2 la'll.ti.3 17-4 .'47 154."';4 1:i-..00 
'1.00 UI ~Ct1 11~.)H '1'11.bb Ub.Al 711.11 07.43 oo.oa !.4.24 .i.~.oa -44 • .:.9 ... l..!)S 
lCJ .(J(J lll~C.H 3·,.~1 3.C.,.',14 32.71 '.30.R9 29.'-3 28.07 20.58 2'i .03 23.~l 21.'>'b 
11 .oc., [)lS\.H 20.t.2 J ',1.3 .. 18.07 16.76 lS.34 13.83 12.)0 IO.R4 9. 51 b.;u 
l i. C,0 Ol~CH 1 ... 1 ti.to b.35 '5.so S.44 5.Ci4 4.66 4.3? 4 .. 00 3.10 
13 .uo Lil SCH 3.4Z 3 .17 2.Y3 z.11 z.~1 Z.32 2 .1 !lo 1.q9 1.a.i. 1. ·, 1 
1 .... uei fil !..CH l.~13 1.40 1.3~ 1.25 I.lb 1.07 0 .•J'I 0 .. 92 o.! s o .. 7-i 
15.1)0 Ul ::.C.H o. -,3 0.01 0.02 o.se. 0.53 0.49 o • .:.ti 0.42 0.39 U.3b 
10 .. <.,C, OlSCH C,.34 V .. 31 0.29 U.27 o.2s 0 .. 23 0.21 0.20 0 .. 18 0.11 
THE PLAK FOR PIPE DIA"(TER a.oooc. FT 1s 192 .. h2 CFS 
THE PlPt L~NGlH IS 1so.02 fT.WllH 4 OAN HEIGHT IB.71 FT 
PIPE r-:o. Pt AK PFAK TOTAL 
SIZE PIPES SlAGE DISCHARGE COST 
l.50 l 11.bb 28.10 66160.75 
1.75 I 11.46 37.b8 65519.05 
2. 00 l li.21 4e.34 64565.09 
2 .. 25 l 11. l l 60.50 64406.l~ 
2. 50 l ll.05 72.60 6496.S.14 
3.00 l 10.94 91.R9 66616,25 
3.5,(j ~ 10.97 112 .. 74 78111.06 
4.GO l 11.00 132.73 86820.25 
4.;o l u.n 154.48 93863.13 
s.oo l 11.36 17 5. 56 101074.10 PEAK EXCEE~EO 
S • ~G l ll.69 195.06 108659 .. 20 PEAK EXC!:E.OED 
b.00 I 12.06 193 .96 116763.80 PEt.K FXCEEDfD 
6.50 l 12 .47 194 .. 97 125132 .50 PEAK EXCF.EDEO 
7.00 l l.2.8.7 193.59 133152.50 PE.t..K EXCEEDED 
s.oo l 13. 72 192 .62 149664.00 PEAK EXCEEDED 
THE MINIMUM CCST STRUCTURE IS USING l PIPE(Sl OF DIAMETER 2.25 FT 
rlAVH,.; A PEAK OlSCliARGE Of b0.50 CfS,AND M4X!~U:1 STAGE Ofll.l! FT. THE COST IS $ 6"406.14 
.._, 
,... 

APPENDIX F 
SAMPLE OUTPUT OF TABLE 
72 
TIIE FOL LfM I NC. TAllLE IS fUR ~lkUC.lU~E ON suew,1.TFP.SHED l 
l 
' 
3 • 5 • 1 • 9 
l 2465::H. 24'tU32. 2441';4). 2t.>47?b. 171842. 291179. 307208 • 3235fi.8. lb9b30. 
' 
244'J3o. 242: .. 37. L4~L47. 2c.3LC.C:. 276').4h. 2!95El'o. 30501'2. 321912. 1 bl!C.,34 • ) 
.!.4b9E.7. 24 1,4£:,0. 24~2'7'8. zt.::,251. 271!297. 291 h35. 307t.b3. 324021. 1 70085 • 
• 20 "/ l ':t l , 20469.!, 2.b',!>02. 2d5"o '.:>S, 2')C501, 311839, 327067. 344227. 1-;oza9 .. 
' 
~8}.i:,45. 271:946, 279-,-j ..... 29971J9, )12?55. 32h093. 142121. 35e,.e1. 204543, 
b 2971~4. 29~t>55. zr; 5466. 31::,419. 32t'4t>">, 341302. 357831. 37'>191. 220253. 1 313Si3, 3llll24, Jllt)5. 3;)17l<7. 344e:.3. 35e111. )74200 • 3?0560. 236622. 
• 33U05"t. 327:l!'i:>, ~2.1';3.bb, 3<tC319. 361 :Jb'i, 374703. ~90731. 40709l. 2531'5) • 
. , 18C37CJ. 177871. 17So82, l'JC'.0~5. 2llhl?1. 225019. 24104 7 • 257407. 103469. 
TdE FOLLOrllNG TAC.LI: IS FOR SlRUCTUF.E 2 ON SUl3W.-'.TERSHE!l 3 
' 
3 • 5 • 1 • 9 
I 244150. 241651. 242461. 2:62414. 275460. 208798. 304e26. 32lltb. 16724-tl. 
2 242554. 240(}55. 24(,(;t,5. 
.i:t>Vf1lli. 77~f;64. 287202 • J03Zll. 319591. l65"6S1. , 244605 • 242100. 242'il 7. ~6L8b'f. 27591'5. 289253. 305282. 321642 .. 107704. 4 L.b-.809. 20L310. 26.llll. 283073. 2Qb1JQ. 309457. 325496. 341846. 187908. 
5 27901>3. 2:7651, ... :!77374. 291327. 3103"7~. 323711. 339740. 356100. 202161. 
b 29'177;.. 29't274. 2.-J)U!,4 • ;;1:,c:,7. 3260f'3. 339421. 35!»449. 371809. 217871. 
' 
Jlll<,.l. 30fo42. JC,9453. 32<,1-.0t,. 342452. 35571:!9. 311s1e. 386178. 2342.liiO. 
" 
3l7t,7J. 325114. 32 54f:l'o. 3',.5'137. :>:5f Qf'~. 372321. 388)',.9 • 404709. 250771. 
• 1779&'1'. 115490. 170~00. l'lb~S~. 20929<l,. 222637. 238665. 255025. 101087. 
THE FOlLCY tr-.G. TABLE IS FOR S fRUC. TURI: 
' 
ON ~U1:IWATERSHEO 3 
l 
' 
3 • 5 • 1 8 9 
I 2 .. 4010. 241!:>71. 2,c,230,2 .. 2t>l334. 27"53PO. 2e.e11e. 304747. 321101. )67169. 
2 2'+l4f',.. 23<;•}75. 2,c,01ati. 26V7:;i'1. 2737f">. 237122. 303151. 319511. 165573. 
3 2'-'-S2ti. 242027. 24~{'.)7. Lc,o!.7',>0. :i'75f':!6. 2P9174t. 305202. 321562. )67624. 
• 2t>47?.0. 262231. 2f>J04l. 2b2',>94 • 2.:»1,040. 30937b. 325400. 341166. 187828. 
> 27891:!,3. 27t>-.S4. 277295. 297L.4S. :>:102c;,4. 323631. 339060. 350020. 202082. 
b 29olt693. 29.?19'-. 29.C:l•OS. 3) ~',157. 32600:>:. 339341. 355370. 371730. 217792. 
7 311002. 301;.!:,b). 309313. 32Y)lb. 342)7?. ]"'i5.,10. 37173fl. 38l!09! .. 234160. 
' 
3275',3. 32509",. J25'J05. 3-.~uss. 35eqoi... 372241. 3E9270. 404630 .. 250692. 
• 177909. 11:, ... 10. 176221. l 9b l 74 • 209720. 222557. 23eseo. 251t94b. 101008. 
lHE FULLLl~ ING TABLE: IS fOR S.lRUC. TURE • ON StFBWA.lERSHED 3 
2 3 • 5 • 1 • 9 
I 20007<>. 2635"17. 26"t38S. LS4341. 2q1:'.'a1. 310724. 32675]. 343113. 1sq11s. 
' 
264'-l:l. 201'1&2. 2o279l. 2827'o5. 2957Qf. 30912-J. 325157. 341517. 197519. 
' 
26053.::. 204033. 2041,l.3. ll;l ... 1'i10. 297[1.4l. ]11160. 327209. 3435b9. lfl9b30. 
" 
2ft,7jt>. 21;;1 .. 23·1. 2fi 5L,-. -, • J(,,:,t.;CO. 31604f.. 3313E<,.,. )47'-t}l. 31>3773. 209834. , :000',>'#0. 2'lC4t9l. :'?'}jQl. 3192!>4. '."3?,oo. 345t.Je. 3b}bbb. 378026. 224088. 
b 3,}t,b'l'I. 3l.,2C.O. 3ISLoll. :,:s'oQt,4,. 34fl(l10. :H1ol34f.. 37l37to. 3"37~1>. 23979!1. 
1 3330t>!!. j30!:>b9. 331i8V. 3)1.,;;2. 3t,437'). :\77716. 39]74 5 • 4l010S. Z5b)b1 • 
• 3<,.'ttoC..O • 347101. 31, ?•., 11. .Jb78t>4 • ?.fl0'9JO. 3Q4240. 410270. 426b)b. 2720~1!1. 9 1?99Jt,. 197417. 1'9.~.;'.21. 2lblb0. ?312.26. ?445b.lii. Zt.05'92. 2169)2. 113014. 
73 
VALUE PLACE 
o. 999 
64S6S. 2S9 
b6l6l. 199 
b6bl6. 399 
7'1402. 929 
75213. 939 
76901. 919 
8h82lJ. 499 
<J~lot,. 949 
IOIOUB. 9S3 
1u10H. 599 
101oe1. 9'}2 
1(13,i.,t,9., 99 l 
l08Ll2. 95S 
116-IB'f .. 699 
121~~0. %9 
l.l3U14. 9S4 
1;i31'.:>3. 799 
1J33B3,. 995 
!375n. 97 9 
13t'J6f.. 229 
139778. 239 
1'4(.;56-3,. !ZS 
141019. 329 
li...1374. 139 
141467. .1.19 
1',1829. 339 
10:.2942. 9'J6 
143002. 119 
l'-t'.:,Sl8. Jl9 
149604. 3,;9 
153680. 997 
153938. 'JG 9 
ton 31. 249 
161<23. 429 
161327. 149 
l6.ZCJ3'.":,. 439 
)63722. 419 
16~573. 293 
165052. 292 
1L6194. 9'/E 
lo-1169. 193 
167248. l 'J 2 
440',42. &"11 
4',6564. Ofl6 
4~3284. 7fi8 
453'- S6 .. 676 
<t57}02. (!.8 7 
469816. ll9 8 
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